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Preface

This volume presents the first of four intendedannual reports onCondorcet, a domain-specific
information retrieval (IR) project carried out at the Knowledge-Based Systems Group of the
University of Twente, the Netherlands. The research started officially on 1 September 1995,
and is foreseen to run until 1 September 1999. In this report we want to present the results
of one year of research; these can be found in chapters 3 and 4. In section 5 we will discuss
Condorcet’s next year’s research issues.

As this is the first annual report, we start with an introduction on IR and Condorcet’s ap-
proach to the IR problem in chapter 1. This chapter is written by Paul E. van der Vet. Parts of
the report describing research results as well as future research issues have been written by
the project member(s) involved in the respective research topics. Final editing of this annual
report was done by Bas van Bakel.

TheCondorcet groupwishes to thankHiddede Jong andWilco G. ter Stal for their substantial
contributions to discussions at the combined Condorcet/Plinius meetings.

Enschede, 23 September 1996.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Condorcet1 project is one of the projects submitted for funding by the Dutch Technol-
ogy Foundation (STW) through theWerkgemeenschap Informatiewetenschap. The project
is carried out at the Knowledge-Based SystemsGroup of the University of Twente. The main
objective of Condorcet is to build a prototype Information Retrieval system that is capable
of processing titles + abstracts2 (henceforth referred to as descriptions) of 300 documents, and
that will be able to handle volumes of as much as 30,000 descriptions. The systemwill be con-
cernedwith semi-automatic indexing of documentswithin a specific domain, thus producing
document representations, andmatching user requests to these representations. The domains
that are to be covered are the domain of mechanical properties of engineering ceramics as a field
of engineering, and epilepsy as a subfield of medicine.

In this introductory chapterwewill introduce the problem of information retrieval, and Con-
dorcet’s way of tackling it. The latter can be summarized as follows: structured index con-
cepts rather than index terms are assigned semi-automatically to documents, and these con-
cepts are taken from pre-defined concept systems called ontologies. Section 1.2 will discuss
thesematters in detail. However, wewill first present a survey of different approaches to the
problem of information retrieval, so as to determine Condorcet’s position within the infor-
mation retrieval world.

1.1 The IR problem

Wedefine the IR problem as that of realizing an IR system that performs at better overall costs
than existing systems. Overall costs include costs of setting up the document collection for
retrieval (mainly indexing), costs of searching (including time spent in formulating adequate
queries), and costs of use. Costs of use include costs incurred by false negatives (relevant
documents not retrieved by the system) and costs incurred by false positives (irrelevant doc-
uments returned by the system). In particular the costs of use are hard to estimate because

1The Condorcet project is named afterMarie JeanAntoineNicolas Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794). Con-
dorcet, a French mathematician and social philosopher, designed a system for classifying scientific results.

2Title and abstract are parts of aDocument Description. Next to these, descriptions of documents contain infor-
mation on author(s), source, year of publication, etc.). For readability purposes, we will use the term descriptions
when we speak of title and abstract.
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no empirical research is reported. There is an obvious relation between costs of use and the
familiar effectiveness measures recall and precision.

1.1.1 Two approaches to the IR problem

One way to view the IR problem is that of choosing between two approaches (for back-
ground information see, for instance, van Rijsbergen [1979], Salton & McGill [1983], and
Salton [1989]).

Approach A is the ‘classical’ approach. Index terms are taken from a thesaurus or classifi-
cation system. Both are limitative and possibly structured lists. They have to be built be-
fore indexing can start. Approach A as it is currently practised is very expensive. Building a
thesaurus or classification system and indexing the documents have to be done manually by
trained, and hence expensive personnel.

Approach B dispenseswith special indexing languages altogether and derives the document
representation from the document itself in a way that involves minimal processing. Ap-
proach B currently works only for natural-language documents, but so far this covers the
majority of documents considered for IR. Thedocument representationof a natural-language
document is derived from the document by stemming and stopword removal. The costs of
setting up the system become very low. (Approach B is also advocated on the ground that
natural language is the natural means of communication between humans; cf. Sparck Jones
[1991]. We think this argument is misdirected. If it applies at all, it applies to the user inter-
face, not to the underlying programs.)

The two approaches discussed here are known in the IR community under different names.
Approach A is called the assigned-term (AT) approach, approach B the derived-term (DT)
approach. The terminology is confusing, however. ‘Assigned’ and ‘derived’ suggest that the
distinction between the approaches A and B is made according to themanner of indexing. In
fact, the distinction is made according to the source fromwhich index terms are taken: a pre-
defined, limitative list (approach A) or the documents themselves (approach B). Condorcet
proposes to derive the document representations from the documents (although the process
is far more complex than in approach B), but because Condorcet builds the document repre-
sentations from units taken from pre-defined, limitative lists it is an example of approach A.
Running ahead of the account, we note that ‘term’ is a misnomer, too. Condorcet employs
concepts.

1.1.2 Comparing the two approaches: the prediction game

To compare the two approaches, it is instructive to think of indexers and users of IR systems
as playing a particular game thatwewill call theprediction game. Indexers attempt to predict
which terms a user will employ when searching for a particular document. In formulating
a query, the user attempts to predict which index terms are attached to the document (s)he
seeks. The various IR approaches can all be formulated as choosing a particular point in the
trade-off between predictability and cost.

ApproachA focuses on predictability by limiting the expressiveness of the language inwhich
document representations and queries have to be formulated. Approach B, by contrast, fo-
cuses on low costs of setting up the system. This advantage is bought at the cost of decreased
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predictability, as already diagnosed more than ten years ago by Blair & Maron [1985]. They
concluded that the trouble with approach B applied (as it currently always is) to natural-
language documents is due to the richness of natural language. It is impossible for a user
to predict which words and phrases are used in documents for a particular subject.

Experiences at recent TREC conferences show that the doubts concerning approach B are jus-
tified. At TREC-3 (Harman [1995]), the best systems typically reached a recall of 30% at a pre-
cision of 55%. TREC-4 (Harman [1996]) also revealed another shortcoming of the approach: it
is very sensitive to theway queries are formulated. At earlier TRECs, the pre-defined queries
were very verbose. At TREC-4, by contrast, the participants were given very terse queries. As
a result, effectiveness showed a steep decline.

Assessing the situation, the following diagnosis can be made. Systems built according to ap-
proach B are perfectly suited for applications that involve:� Redundancy: the same subject-matter is treated in many documents in the collection.� Rather superficial search requests.
Under those circumstances, approach B is strongly preferred on the ground of its low costs
of setting up the system. When, however, redundancy is low and/or precise answers to in-
formation questions are sought, a recall of 30% is too low. For instance, for their experiment
Blair & Maron [1985] used a database with documents of various kinds that all pertained to
a particular lawsuit. Missing even a single document may make the difference betweenwin-
ning or losing on a particular issue. The case of patent information is similar.

The questionnow is how to raise recall without loweringprecision, while costs donot become
prohibitively large. Approach Bwill not help. Even outspokenproponents of approach B like
Sparck Jones [1994] now think that sizeable improvementsmay only be possible by switching
to other, more resource-intensive strategies. Roughly, three responses can be identified in the
literature:

1. The first response sticks to the idea of using natural-language entities as they occur in
the documents themselves because of low costs of setting up the system. The poor re-
sults regarding decreased predictability are blamed on the use of insufficiently expres-
sive terms.

2. The second response returns to approach A for reasons of predictability. It proposes to
combat the high investments by employing a relatively simple automated process to
add thesaurus terms to the document.

3. The third response (called “fundamental approaches” below) also constitutes a return
to approach A, and for the same reason. It proposes to further enhance predictability
and flexibility by using structured indexing concepts rather than single terms from a
thesaurus. Like the second response, it also proposes to automate the indexing process
but employs sophisticated and resource-intensive methods.

Condorcet falls within the third category. We will discuss the three responses in some detail
by way of one or more representative examples.
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1.1.3 Extracting more precise terms from documents

The CLARIT system is a good example of a system that tries to improve the quality of index
terms while still deriving them more or less ‘as is’ from the document (Evans et al. [1991];
Hersh et al. [1992]). In other words, CLARIT attempts to improve approach B. The design
of CLARIT is based on the idea of phrase indexing as developed by Fagan [1987]. Basically,
CLARIT does not extract single words but rather whole noun phrases by means of robust
natural-language processing (NLP) techniques. The noun phrases found are subsequently
tokenized into some regular form. The explicit idea is that regularized noun phrases consti-
tute a cheap and efficient surrogate for concepts. By utilizing statistical techniques, CLARIT
can derive a sort of first-order thesaurus (a flat list of index terms) from a corpus and subse-
quently use the terms for indexing.

Initial experiments with CLARIT performed by the authors of the system gave promising re-
sults for various technical corpora. In one of the experiments it has been investigated how
the nature of the item influences the quality of derived terms. Terms have been derived from
(a) full-text articles; (b) only title, abstract, introduction and conclusions; and (c) only title and
abstract. The best results were achieved for (c), not only when using CLARIT but also when
using a system like IBM’s STAIRS.3

A later experiment gave a disappointing result for a non-technical corpus taken from the
Wall Street Journal (Paijmans [1993]). The experiment further showed that the system is very
sensitive to the quality of pre-processing of the items, a finding corroborated by an M.Sc.
research project carried out under supervision of the Knowledge-Based Systems Group at
Twente (Leurink [1993]). CLARIT’s performance at the various TRECs (see Harman [1995]
and Harman [1996] for the latest reports) also must be called disappointing. CLARIT did not
perform significantly better than far cheaper systems like Okapi.

We would say that upscaling creates most of the problems. Noun phrases are in many cases
good approximations to concepts, but as the size of the corpus grows, so does the likelihood
of there being different noun phrases corresponding to the same concept. The statistical tech-
niques used for building the thesauruswill remove the less frequently occurring nounphrase
synonyms, thus lowering recall. Another problem inherent in the design is that phrases cor-
responding to concepts but not being noun phrases are all missed.

1.1.4 Automated traditional indexing

Research on improving approach A has concentrated on the cost aspect. The main known
disadvantage of approach A is that indexing normally has to be done by hand, which is a
labour-intensive process. The obvious solution is to partially or wholly automate the index-
ing process. The feasibility of automatically assigning index terms taken from a thesaurushas
been demonstrated in a number of projects. The projects discussed here utilize knowledge-
based techniques, but the source of index terms is classical.

At BIOSIS, the company responsible for the biomedical bibliographic databasewith the same
name, an experiment has been performed to assess the feasibility of automatically assign-
ing BIOSIS subject headings to documents on the basis of their titles only (Vleduts-Stokolov
[1987]). At the National Library of Medicine (NLM), a long-term project is aimed at auto-

3STAIRS is a registered trademark of IBM.
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matically assigningMeSH terms to itemsmade available through the bibliographic database
MEDLINE (Humphrey [1989]; Humphrey&Miller [1987]). Although all projects showed the
‘in principle’ feasibility, they also made clear that a relatively large investment is needed.

A number of other projects in this direction can be mentioned. The AIR/PHYS system
(Biebricher et al. [1988]) adds terms taken from an existing thesaurus for bibliographic docu-
ment descriptions in the domain of physics, stored in a databasemaintained by the Fachinfor-
mationszentrum Energie Physik Mathematik GmbH at Karlsruhe. The input consists of the title
and abstract fields of the document descriptions. A lexicon stores relations between regular-
ized words and thesaurus terms. The main effort in preparing and maintaining the system
is devoted to this lexicon. The addition of thesaurus terms to a document is based on statis-
tical analysis. The pre-processing of texts has received considerable attention, so that most
formulae can give rise to index terms (Muhler & Repp [1986]; Muhler & Repp [1987]). Since
1987, the system is in routine use at the Fachinformationszentrum as a tool for human indexers.
The output of AIR/PHYS is a list of suggested index terms to be augmented and/or used for
selection.

A cheap approach to automated indexing is that of the TOPIC system of Verity Inc., the only
commercial system treated here. (For details about TOPIC, see Verity’s reports of the experi-
ences with TOPIC at recent TRECs in Harman [1995] and Harman [1996].) TOPIC employs a
hierarchical data structurewith words as they occur in the items for leaves and so-called top-
ics higher up. A topic is an indicator of a subject rather than a concept. The data structure has
to be built by the user for each domain anew. When assigning index terms, the occurrence of a
word activates all topics higher up, and a topic is assigned as index term once the sum of acti-
vations exceeds a certain threshold set by the user. The system leaves the choice of topics and
thresholds entirely to the user. Evidently, the performance of TOPIC is mainly determined by
the way the user builds the data structure. For this reason, results obtained with TOPIC can
hardly be comparedwith results obtainedwith other systems. Paijmans [1993], whohas com-
pared TOPIC and CLARIT, complains about the complete absence of any constraints in TOPIC.
TOPIC is not cheap in use because building and maintaining the data structure takes a major
effort. At TREC, TOPIC did not outperform other systems.

A more refined approach that also uses a hierarchical data structure is the TOPIC system de-
veloped at the University of Konstanz (Hahn & Reimer [1988]; Reimer [1990]). (The two
TOPICs have been developed independently, and the identity of names is coincidental.) The
Konstanz TOPIC is built around a predetermined knowledge base consisting of frames. The
natural-language processor basically tries to fill slots in the frames; the particular method of
processing is called semantic parsing (Hahn [1989]). In contrast to the Verity TOPIC, the Kon-
stanz system makes some use of syntactic knowledge and also performs discourse analysis
to some extent. Another system resembling the two TOPICs is SAPHIRE (Hersh & Greenes
[1990]).

1.1.5 Fundamental approaches

Themost complete renewal of approachA involves relatively deepnatural-language process-
ing, a sophisticated, knowledge-based thesaurus with structured concepts, and a knowledge
base with indexing rules. A number of research projects have investigated this approach: the
CODER (Weaver et al. [1989]) and ADRENAL (Lewis, Croft & Bhandaru [1989]) systems; FER-
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RET and Sapiens (Mars, Speel & van der Vet [1991]; Speel, Mars & van der Vet [1991a]; Speel,
Mars & van derVet [1991b]; Speel et al. [1991]). No project except FERRET gives a quantitative
evaluation of results. Here, FERRET will be discussed.

FERRET (Mauldin [1991]) can be called a sophisticatedversion of the TOPIC systemsdiscussed
above. The indexing language is knowledge-based and consists of case frames with most or
all slots filled. Retrieval is performed by matching the case frames derived from the items
with a case frame representing the query. For automatically deriving index terms, the system
employs a hierarchy of empty case frames. The parser selects candidate case frames on the
basis of the main verb of a sentence, and tries to fill the slots by inspecting the other sentence
constituents. Each case frame has two kinds of slots: obligatory slots that have to be filled;
and optional slots that can be left empty. A case frame is disposed if one of its obligatory
slots remains empty. The parser uses some syntactic knowledge but is in essence a semantic
parser. It skips parts of the text if processing takes too long or no case frame can be selected.
The system also includes a learning component able to derive new case frames on the basis
of user evaluation of query results.

Themost informative experiment compared FERRETwith a traditional approach B alternative
on a corpus of 1000 documents; recall was determined exactly by counting the number of
relevant items for each of the test queries exhaustively. Averaged over all queries, FERRET
hardly increased recall (20% against 19%) but significantly increased precision (60% against
31%).

1.2 Condorcet’s approach to the IR problem

For the reasons presented in section 1.1, Condorcet adopts approach A. It is conceded that, at
first sight, approach A is far more expensive than approach B. In particular, costs of indexing
are very high. Condorcet proposes to combat the high costs of indexing by partially automat-
ing the indexing process. This is one of the three main research themes. Condorcet analyzes
title and abstract of natural-language documents to obtain the document representation. Full
texts are not considered in Condorcet for two reasons: full texts are more difficult to analyze,
and there are indications that title and abstract are better sources than full texts (Hersh et al.
[1992]).

The other research theme of Condorcet is to employ more modern versions of the tradi-
tional sources of index terms, thesauri and classification systems. Thesemodern versions are
called ontologies in current jargon. Condorcet uses highly structured ontologies. In ‘classi-
cal’ terms, a structured ontology is a structured thesaurus involving a fair amount of pre-
coordination, resembling, for instance, the UDC scheme. There are three main differences
between ontologies and their predecessors.

In particular in thesauri, it is often unclear whether the entries are terms or concepts. Al-
though it is customary to speak about index terms, it is useful to distinguish between terms
and concepts (van der Vet & Mars [1993]). A term is a linguistic entity used as a name for a
conceptwhile a concept is language-independent. There is amany-to-many relation between
terms and concepts, so that terms are often ambiguous. For instance, the terms ‘aluminium’,
‘aluminum’, the Russian ‘alyuminii’, and the symbol ‘Al’ are all used as names for two quite
different concepts: (a) the metal and (b) the chemical element with atomic number 13. The
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distinction becomes clear once it is considered what can be said about the referents of these
two concepts. A metal such as (the metal) aluminium can be said to conduct electricity and
heat, to melt and boil at certain temperatures under standard pressure, to oxidize easily in
air, and so on. It makes no sense to say this of a chemical element. In the current atomic-
molecular picture of matter, a chemical element denotes a kind of atoms. All atoms of the
same kind have the same atomic number, that is the number of protons in their nucleus. The
chemical element aluminium has an atomic number of 13. It makes no sense to attribute an
atomic number to a metal. By making available concepts rather than terms, ontologies help
combat natural-language ambiguities and so enhance predictability.

The second difference is that ontologies can be much more structured than thesauri. Most
thesauri have only a few relations that, moreover, are informally defined at best. This also in-
troduces ambiguities that hinder effective retrieval. Ontologies can in principle be designed
with a number of clearly defined relations. Part of the Condorcet research aims at developing
highly structured ontologies that serve as stores of concepts for indexing documents. Struc-
ture is imposed in two orthogonal ways. First, a concept can be composed of other concepts
in a precisely specified way. Second, a document representation can consist of one or more
coordinated index concepts. Both structuring devices allow searching at very many levels of
detail, so that the query can be fine-tuned tomatch the original and often implicit information
need.

Finally, another important advantage of an ontology is that a logic can be associated with it,
so that automated reasoning can be performed with ontology concepts. Thus the matching
of query concepts with document representations can make use of logical inference, so that
the power of the retrieval process is enhanced.

The scheme is flexible so that recall and precision can be influenced by manipulating the
search queries. Classical thesauri are not needed anymore. However, users accustomed to
these thesauri might prefer those for some time to come. Therefore, Condorcet might incor-
porate a module capable of translating ontology concepts into thesaurus terms. The Sapiens
project hasmade clear that this step is relatively simple because it involves a translation from
one language into a less expressive language.

The subject of ontologies for IR will be further discussed in chapter 4.

1.3 Summary

Condorcet’s approach to information retrieval can be summarized as follows:� index concepts rather than terms are assigned to documents;� the concepts can be (and very often will be) structured; and� assignment of indexing concepts to documents is done semi-automatically on the ba-
sis of analysis of the document’s title and abstract, by making intensive use of domain
knowledge, linguistic knowledge and indexing knowledge.

The first two items aim to offer a better indexing language. The index concepts are taken from
pre-defined concept systems called ontologies. They are structured in a way that goes con-
siderably beyond the possibilities offered by current classification systems like thesauri. The
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third item intends to combat the high costs of indexing that characterizes current information
retrieval projects that follow the classical approach (called approach A above).



Chapter 2

Design and Development

In the previous chapter we saw that Condorcet deals with the development of a prototype
IR system for 300 documents that should be able to handle volumes of at least a hundred
times as big. In addition, Condorcet aims to develop a domain-specific system that is con-
siderably more effective than current IR systems. It tries to do so by intensive use of three
kinds of knowledge involved in IR: domain knowledge, linguistic knowledge and indexing
knowledge, which is one the main characteristics that distinguishes Condorcet from other IR
systems. Obviously, Condorcet’s approach to IR implies that the costs of building the system
will be higher than those of current systems, in particular the ones that employ Approach B
to IR as discussed in the previous chapter, but it is claimed that this will be justified by the
higher effectiveness of the system built, as well as the low costs of indexing that will thus be
achieved. However, even though initial costs are high, Condorcet nevertheless aims to build
an efficient system, i.e. one in which costs of indexing, searching and use will be low. What
is more, in developing the system the objective is to keep down costs as well. These involve
costs ofmaintaining and possibly extending the system too. Belowwewill discuss thesemat-
ters in detail.

Given the objectives of Condorcet, the question rises which criteria the system will have to
meet. In this chapter we will discuss some of these, i.e. the ones that have been used in the
system built so far. A number of criteria is only defined implicitly, and a complete list has
yet to be defined. These are vital issues in the Condorcet research, which will be discussed
in detail in chapter 5.

2.1 Design criteria

In general, the criteria that apply to the Condorcet IR system are criteria regarding effec-
tiveness and efficciency (in other words performance and costs). As said before, Condorcet
aims to build a better-performing systembymaking intensive use of domain knowledge, lin-
guistic knowledge, and indexing knowledge. How these three kinds of knowledge are used
in the current system, as well as how these will contribute to higher efficiency in indexing,
searching, and inusing the system, will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4. A higher efficiency
should partly be obtained by building a system that is cheap in development, maintenance,
extendibility, and use.
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Low costs in development can be achieved by reusing existing systems. In Condorcet, prod-
ucts of other projects are reused. For example, in the construction of ontologies Condorcet
draws on experiences gained in earlier projects of the Knowledge-Based Systems Group at
Twente, in particular Sapiens (Speel, Mars & van der Vet [1991a]; Speel, Mars & van der Vet
[1991b]; Speel et al. [1991]) and Plinius (Mars & Schreiber [1985]; Mars et al. [1994]; Mars &
van der Vet [1990]; Speel [1995]; Speel et al. [1992]; ter Stal [1996]; van der Vet et al. [1994]); cf.
section 4.1 for a detailed discussion. Second, Condorcet’s parser (cf. section 3.2) is based on
a parser developed in the ELSA research project (van Bakel [1996]). And third, Condorcet’s
lexicon is derived from the CELEX lexicon (Burnage [1990]).

Human

Expert

documents Preprocess
preprocessed Structuralist parsed

Indexing

Background

KB

Syntax

Structuralist

documentsParserdocuments

Lexicon

Concept

KB
OntologyLexicon

Rules

Concepts
Index
StructuredIndex

Generation

Figure 2.1: The indexing process by Condorcet. Represented are the subpro-
cesses of indexing, as well as the several knowledge resources used by the sys-
tem.

Another prerequisite for low development costs is that the system is modularly structured.
Modularity is argued to be “extremely important for a system to be flexible and extendable,
since it ensures that the effects of detailed changes to the rules can be localized” (Winograd
[1983]). It also contributes to low costs in maintaining and extending the system. In a mod-
ular approach, both the processes and knowledge resources are separated. The latter facili-
tates reusability to a great extent. As regards extendibility, another requirement holds for the
Condorcet system: solutions to practical problems should also work for large-scale applica-
tions, for example in case of Condorcet for 30,000 documents. This is an important issue in
the choice of knowledge representation languages, as we will discuss in section 5.3.3. For ex-
ample, there is a fundamental trade-off between the expressiveness of a knowledge represen-
tation (KR) language and its computational efficiency. KR languages should be rich enough
to allow for required expressiveness, but at the same time they should be limited enough so
as not to slow down reasoning too much. In information retrieval systems, the latter quality
is normally revealed when dealing with large amounts of documents.

Finally, low costs in using the system can be achieved by building a system that is fast, com-
plete (or robust), and that requires little interactivity in order to function properly.

So far we have only presented a fragment of the criteria that apply to Condorcet. Other cri-
teria are either acknowledged implicitly or left undefined. In the next year of Condorcet the
other criteria will be defined, possibly in such a way that they can be quantified.
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2.2 Development

The design criteria used so far in the project have led to a modularly structured indexing sys-
tem, which is depicted in figure 3.2. In the next chapter these processes will be discussed in
detail. The criteria regarding extendibility of theCondorcet systemhave led to the decision to
follow a concentric work programme: the systemwill initially be developed for a small cor-
pus of documents. The full process aswell as the required resources are developedand tested
on a corpus that grows larger in each phase of the research. By working in a concentric fash-
ion, problems regarding scalability can be clearly identified. Next to this, rapid prototyping
is used to make the nature of problems involved in knowledge-based information retrieval
explicit.



Chapter 3

Condorcet Indexing Automaton

The main tasks of indexing and matching are provided in Condorcet by two separate mod-
ules, i.e. a semi-automatic Index Generator, called Condorcet Indexing Automaton (CIA; cf. fig-
ure 3.2), and a Query Engine (CQE, cf. figure 4.1). Figure 3.2 illustrates how the index-
ing module is divided in three processes: the Preprocess, the Structuralistic Parsing Module
and the Indexing Module. The first process prepares the document descriptions for syntactic
analysis, performed by the second process, the parser CONSTRUCTER (an acronym for CON-
dorcet’s STRUCTural parsER). The third processwill generate structured index concepts, using
the parsed documents, but also domain knowledge, background knowledge and indexing
knowledge. As we said before, intensive use of these three types of knowledge resources is
one of the distinctive features of Condorcet’s approach to IR.

3.1 The preprocess

Condorcet’s preprocessor consist of two modules: a Canonization module and a Tokenizer (the
preprocessor is depicted in figure 3.1). The first converts descriptions of different formats
into texts extended with SGML-tags. SGML is format that is system-independent, which is
exactly why it is used by Condorcet to specify the input in a general format1. By employing
a canonization module, the system is fit for processing several types of descriptions (i.e. titles
+ abstracts).

The Tokenizer converts strings of words (from the descriptions) into strings of word classes
(also called word-class assignment or lexicalization). All word class definitions are stored in
the Condorcet lexicon, which has 88,802 entries (2.9Mb) and is derived from the CELEX lex-
icon (Burnage [1990]). This lexicon is the main lexicon. Next to this lexicon, CIA’s tokenizer
uses two other lexicons; these contain domain-specific words from the domains of ceramic
materials and epilepsy, respectively. This way, domain-specific lexical information is stored
separately. This reflects one of the objectives of the Condorcet project, which is to store dif-
ferent kinds of knowledge in separate modules, thus enabling reusability of the knowledge
resources as well as the several modules of the system. Figure 3.3 gives an idea of the corpus
coverage established by CIA’s preprocess at the present stage of the research project.

1As it is the objective of Condorcet to build a prototype IR system, it should be platform independent, i.e. run
on different types of machines with different operating systems.
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The lexicalization tool in Condorcet is equipped with the facility to define newwords on the
fly. It is currently investigated whether an interactive spelling checker can be used to cor-
rect misspelled words. Note that the tokenizer does not attempt to solve lexical ambiguities;
this is left to the parser. In general, ambiguities are solved by the indexing system until suffi-
cient information is available to do so. Hence, lexical ambiguities are solved using syntactic
information, and syntactic ambiguities are solved using semantic information. van Bakel &
Oltmans [1996] describe in detail how this is done within Condorcet.

documents
documents documents

canonized preprocessed

lexicon

lexicon

lexicon
domain-specific

general

combined

canonization tokenization

Figure 3.1: The preprocess by Condorcet. Represented are the subprocesses as
well as the lexical resources used by the system.

The lexicon is separated from the parser for reasons of efficiency (van Bakel [1996]). If the
words were incorporated in the grammar on which the parser is based, every change in lex-
ical information would mean a change in the grammar, and consequently a new grammar
would have to be generated. What is more, using categories rather than words as terminal
symbols (the ‘bottom’ of the grammar) yields an elegant and relativeley small grammar, sim-
ply because the number of categories is far smaller than the number of word forms. The re-
sulting parser will therefore be faster than the one with words as terminal symbols. For ex-
ample, a document containing seven sentences is – using a 88,802 word forms lexicon – lex-
icalized in less than a second, and it is parsed 0.35 seconds. Although we did not test the
other situation, other systems show that these figures would be substantially higher in case
of words as terminal syntax symbols.

3.1.1 Automatic recognition and lexicalization of chemical formulae

Formulae (chemical and other, cf. van derVet [1991], van Raalte, Speel&E. van derVet [1992],
van der Vet et al. [1994]) frequently occur in the (EMA) document descriptions. Because of
the extremely large (and, in case of non-chemical formulae, infinite) number of possible for-
mulae it is impossible to incorporate an exhaustive list in the lexicon. In Plinius (van der Vet
et al. [1994]) it was decided to identify formulae by hand. As regards Condorcetmanual iden-
tification is less favourable, as the system should be able to handle 30,000 documents. Man-
ual identification of formulae would then be disproportionately expensive. What is more, it
would also suffer from inconsistencies, as manual identification is error prone when dealing
with large numbers of texts.

In the Plinius project, features and characteristics of formulae have been documented in great
detail (van der Vet [1991]). Two kinds of formulae are recognized: chemical, and other.
The strategy for automatic processing of formulae presented here only applies to the former
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group. Other formulae should be identified by the parser; this strategy has yet to be devel-
oped.
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Figure 3.2: The Condorcet Indexing Automaton. The horizontal arrows repre-
sent the processes, that can be started by clicking them. The display in the CIA
window shows the result after tokenization of a description from a materials sci-
ence document. In the display, the words of the sentence are highlighted, and
preceded by their respective categories.

The method presented here involves automatical lexicalization of chemical formulae in EMA
documents, and also solving lexical ambiguities of formulae. Problems of a semantic nature
(e.g. to which concept should the formula be linked) were not taken into consideration. We
have worked with the distribution tape version of the document descriptions, i.e. in which
typesetting codeshave already been removed (e.g. ‘italic’) or replaced by surrogates (e.g. sub).
We have worked with the present set of surrogates. Belowwe will evaluate the results of the
developed strategy.

The Strategy

Automatic recognition of chemical formulae is based on a set of regular expressions, that to-
gether describe the lexical form of chemical formulae. This set was developed after a thor-
ough study of the set of formulae occuring in the test set, as listed in van der Vet [1991] (see
also appendix D).

One expression in the set describes the possible elements, three expressions describe their
suffixes (like sub 3), and one expression states that a simple formula consists one or more
elements, optionally preceded by a number and followed by an optional suffix. Other ex-
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pressions describe that such formulae can be grouped between brackets and followed by a
sub or exp suffix, or that a formula can be a comma-separated list of elements surrounded by
brackets. A complete formula is described as a list of simple or bracketed formulae, which
are separated by one or two hyphens. Such a formulamay be prefixedwith some special pre-
fixes (like alpha-). The last condition to recognize a formula is that it cannot be followed by a
number or a letter.

There are two special cases: the formula beta sub t and the form that occurs in the epilepsy
abstracts: here the valency of an element is denoted between brackets, like in K(+). These
formulae contain only one element2.

The scanner

The strategy described above forms the basis of a scanner that performs the actual automatic
recognition of formulae. The scanner is written in Lex, a tool that can construct a lexical an-
alyzer from a set of regular expressions. The scanner is tested on the training set and the test
set of EMA articles. We present the results here.

Testing the scanner on the training set

Testing the scanner on the 293 EMA articles that are used in Condorcet as training set results
in a coverage of 97%: 5 formulae are not recognized as such. Two of these misses are due to
spelling mistakes (writing Al as AL and O as o). Two other formulae cannot be recognized
without context information. Here, the formula takes a variable M as element name, which
should be instantiated with a metal element like Fe. This variable is then used in another
formulaM sub 6 C.

The last miss is a serious violation of the formula format conventions. The formula here is
UO sub 2 + x, where 2 + x should be grouped under sub. There is no other occurrence of more
than oneword as argument to sub, and extending the set of regular expressions so as to cover
this particular formula would mean that a lot of other words will be lexicalized as (part of)
a formula incorrectly. What is more, the scanner recognizes a few simple words incorrectly
as formula: these are the wordsAs, At, In andNo. How these errors are handled is described
below.

Evaluation

In the CIA, the scanner is embedded in the lexical analyzer (tokenizer). Here, ambiguities be-
tween formulae andwords (as in the case ofAs, At, In andNo) are handled. There is one gen-
eral rule in this process, which is that the longest possible match is taken to be correct. So, if
on a certain position a formula is recognized, but also a word from the lexicon is recognized,
then the longer one will be considered correct. This does not solve the ambiguity mentioned
above, however. In order to solve this, the four words for which a similar ambiguity arises
are listed in a table. Since in the corpus thesewords are never used as formula, they are taken
to be a word. This is in the spirit of Muhler & Repp [1987]. This way, all formula in the train-
ing set (except the five formulae mentioned above) are recognized and lexicalized correctly.

2Chemical formulae are rarely used in epilepsy abstracts.
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In a future system,wewould prefer the parser to solve this ambiguity, just like it solves other
lexical ambiguities.

The developed strategy has proven to be a practical solution to a small but expensive prob-
lem. It has also proven to be useful in a document style that uses different notation conven-
tions for chemical formulae. After all, a similar strategy has been used succesfully before
(van Bakel [1996]).

0 5�104 105 1.5�1050100020003000

Size of dictionary in words
Number ofmissingwords
Figure 3.3: This chart shows the coverage of CELEX’s most frequent words,
tested on the materials science corpus. As can be seen, a general dictionary of
15,000words still lacks approximately 800domain-specificwords. These should
be covered by using an extra, domain-specific lexicon. At present time such a
lexicon is being built by the Condorcet team.

The question riseswhether the strategy can be used for the epilepsyfiles aswell, inwhich for-
mulae are presented in a different notation convention. It appears that the strategy cannot be
used directly, as the formulae in the epilepsy corpus are written as structural formulae, e.g.
1,2-benzisoxazole-3-methanesulfonamide, zonisamide, phenylethylmalondiamide, etc., as opposed
to the chemical formulae of the EMA corpus. The problems of structural formulae are similar
to theproblems of chemical formulae: both are constructedby combining chemical ‘elements’
to lexical unities, and it should therefore be possible to define a set of regular expressions that
describe all possible structural formulae. Such device has not been provided yet. However,
automatic recognition of structural formulae is of equal relevance to Condorcet as is the prob-
lem that is discussed in this note. Therefore, further investigation of this other problem is
required.

3.2 The parser

In this section we concentrate on the second process of the CIA, i.e. the structuralistic parser
called CONSTRUCTER 3. The ideas underlying CONSTRUCTER are based on a parser devel-

3This is an acronym of CONdorcet’s STRUCTural parsER.
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oped in an earlier research project, i.e. the ELSA (English Language Semantic Analyzer)
project of the University of Nijmegen. ELSA was part of a research that aimed at identifi-
cation and extraction of relevant information from descriptions of analytical chemical docu-
ments. For an elaborate discussion of this systemwe refer to Postma, van Bakel & Kateman
[1995], Postma [1996] and van Bakel [1996].

The principles and ideas are discussed on which CONSTRUCTER is based, as well as the
formalism in which these principles and ides are written down. Next to this, we discuss
some of CONSTRUCTER’s grammar rules. However, we first present the methodology of
CONSTRUCTER.

3.2.1 Methodology

In the previous chapter we stated that Condorcet pursues a modular approach in designing
the IR system for reasons of efficiency. In the CIA, morphological, syntactic and semantic
processes are accomodated in different modules for these reasons. In section 3.1 we saw how
morphological principles are used in the preprocessor, which is separated from the actual
parser. Condorcet is not unique in this respect. In fact, most large research projects on NLP
show a modular organization (e.g. the CLE project (Alshawi [1992]), ALEP (Alshawi et al.
[1991]), Eurotra, and the Rosetta system (Rosetta [1994])).

Employing a modular structure has a number of advantages for CONSTRUCTER. First of all,
the grammar on which the parser is based can remain relatively small and elegant. Second,
autonomous lexicalization implies that the parser no longer deals with words but with syn-
tactic categories instead. This is an advantage, simply because the number of categories is
far smaller than the number of words (58 vs. 88,802). The parser therefore remains small and
stable whereas the lexicon is huge and dynamic. Another reason for separating the lexicon
from the syntax is the fact that maintaining a separate lexicon is an easier task to the human
indexer (i.e. the eventual user of the CIA) than is maintaining an embedded lexicon. What is
more, changing the lexicon does not mean that the grammar has to be compiled again.

To illustrate why it would be unfavourable to abstain from a modular approach, let us con-
sider the following examples. First, incorporation of semantic principles in the syntaxwould
lead to “unnecessary threading”. This mechanism is illustrated in the following example
(coming from Coppen [1996]):

A

B

C D

E

F

G

H I

J K

L

Let us suppose that in the tree structure depicted abovewewant to define a semantic relation
between node E and K. In a typical rewriting grammar, this relation can only be realized by
threading some affix value f through the rewrite rules for node D, B, A, F, G and I. The fact
that all the intervening nodes have to include all relevant features from nodes E and K, is
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an extra complicating factor in maintaining the system. It would be better to use a separate
device for dealingwith these kinds of typical semantic relations in order to avoid unnecessary
complications.

The second example involves the wealth of features needed for representing semantic in-
formation in the syntactic rules. If we do not separate syntax from semantics, we do not
know when which features will be required for the analysis. Therefore, all features should
be present from the beginning. This leads to a enormous increase of features. If, on the other
hand, syntax is separated from semantics, wemay also separate the features needed for both.
Semantic features can then be put aside until semantic analysis takes over. What ismore, a di-
vision of syntactic and semantic syntax even allows us to postpone the solution of notorious
problems as for example the problem of Transparency, as we will see below.

In conclusion, the examples show that there are good reasons to separate lexical (morphologi-
cal) analysis from syntactic parsing, and syntactic parsing from semantic analysis. The set-up
of the system is therefore justified by practical grounds, i.e. efficiency and effectiveness. The
methodology that has evolved from these criteria is in accord with linguistic criteria as they
were defined in Coppen [1991], and elaborated in van Bakel [1996]. Linguistic criteria like
the fact that the system should follow the linguistic theory instead of the other way around,
are met because of these practical criteria. The system becomes transparent, and has a clear
set-up, which makes it manageable and extendible.

3.2.2 AGFL

The AGFL formalism (Affix Grammars over a Finite Lattice; cf. Koster [1992], Koster [1996])
has been developed by the Department of Informatics, University of Nijmegen. AGFL of-
fers a small, flexible and simple formalism in which context-free grammars can be described
very efficiently. In AGFL, context-free grammars are augmentedwith features for expressing
agreement between parts of speech. Togetherwith the parser generator gen, fast and efficient
parsers can be generated from these grammars.

The AGFL formalism was chosen to be used in Condorcet, because it is extremely fast (cf.
section 3.2.4), and it allows us to separate the linguistic information from the algorithmic in-
formation; this way, the linguistic knowledge remains transparent and manageable. More-
over, as we will see below, the AGFL formalism is extended with a number of features that
are very suitable for Condorcet, like the list operator, and the SKIP and MATCH-pragmats
(see below).

The AGFL formalism consists of meta rules and rules. The meta rules are a collection of re-
stricted context-free rules that together form the second level of AGFL. Each affix rule defines
the direct productions of a non-terminal affix. Such a direct production can be either a termi-
nal affix or a non-terminal affix. Recursion is not allowed. The domain of a non-terminal affix
is the set of its terminal productions. Since the domain is a finite enumeration of terminal af-
fixes, any affix variable may be replaced by one of its terminal productions. By doing this for
all affix values, a context-free grammar can be generated, equal to the original AGFL.

AGFLs use a modified form of the consistent substitution rule, which is similar to the prin-
ciple of the unification mechanism, cf. Shieber [1986], Sag [1991] and Verlinden [1993]. This
means that, in rewriting a rule, all occurrences of the same affix variable obtain the same val-
ues. In AGFL that value is the set of all terminal affixes for which rewriting succeeds. Thus
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Figure 3.4: The process of generating the actual parser, i.e. CONSTRUCTER. The
first box represents the abstract principles and ideas on which CONSTRUCTER is
based. These principles are formalized in the second step into AGFL-notation,
yielding an AGFL-grammar (the third box). Once the AGFL-grammar is fin-
ished, it is converted into a parser by the parser generator gen. The result-
ing parser is capable of recognizing pre-processed documents, and it produces
parsed documents. This way, principles, formalization and implementation are
separated, which contributes to efficiency.

according to

pers :: 1; 2; 3.
numb :: SING; PLUR.

SE : pers pron (numb, pers), to be (numb, pers), "great".

pers pron (SING, 1) : "I".
pers pron (PLUR, 1) : "we".
pers pron (numb, 2) : "you".
pers pron (SING, 3) : "he"; "she"; "it".
pers pron (PLUR, 3) : "they".

to be (SING, 1) : "am".
to be (PLUR, 1) : "are".
to be (numb, 2|3) : "are".

the sentence you are great has only one parsing; the affix numb has the value (SING, PLUR).

Parsing in AGFL

During the parsing of a sentence, we have an increasing knowledge of the values of the af-
fixes. We can illustrate this with the following Dutch example:

1 In de krant stond dat zij gisteren overvallen is.
In the newspaper stood that she yesterday robbed is.
The newspaper reported that she was robbed yesterday.
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Figure 3.5: The lattice of values for the affix PERSON

In this sentence it is not clear until the last word that the subject of the subclause is SINGULAR
and therefore FEMININ. Until that moment, the values of number and gender of the NP
zij are unspecified. Suppose we have a rule in the grammar which controls the agreement
between the subject and the verb. Then this information is brought in by the properties of
the verb is. The number of is is SINGULAR and the rule for agreement will accomplish that
also the number of zijwill be SINGULAR.

The essence of AGFL is that affix values are computed on the fly. This means that initially
unspecifiedvalues as number and gender receive their actual value only after this is triggered
by any other affix. In our example, the values of the finite verb is determine the values of the
affixes of the NP zij.

This way an efficient and fast parser is generated, which deals with the possible affix values
economically. The parser delays the computation of the affix values and thus, several rules
are taken together within the parse process at the same time. This has furthermore the ad-
vantage that certain affix values can remain unspecified, as shown earlier.

The possible values of an affix variable form amathematical object called a lattice. The lattice
for the affix defined by

person :: FIRST; SECOND; THIRD.

is shown in figure 3.5.

The top-element > of the lattice can be seen as the the union of all possibilities (the values
may be first or second of third or any combination). As we obtain more information,
the number of possibilities are narrowed down to a particular value, or even further to the
bottom-element, ?, which indicates inconsistency. In that case, no parsing is found.
The AGFL system at present generates quite efficient parsers in MSDOS or SPARC machine
code, which interface easily with systemswritten in C or C++. Their efficiency is mainly due
to two kinds of optimizations:

1. Exploitation of look-ahead

2. Failure memoization.
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Of course the speedof the parsers generateddepends strongly on the grammar used – the less
nondeterminism the grammar contains, the better the performance is. It depends very little
on the size of the lexicon, but much more on the lexical ambiguities. Below we will present
more results.

Extensions in AGFL v1.6

AGFL is still under development, and improved versions of the system are released rather
frequently. Some of the latest improvements will be discussed below as they are of impor-
tance to CONSTRUCTER.

The list operator allows for the possibility to definemultiple alternatives on onewordposition.
For example, AGFL is now capable of recognizing strings like:

He [sees|saw] the girl

A grammar like

S : NP, V, NP.
NP : "He"; "the girl".
V : "sees" ; "saw".

will now recognize the sentence above, providing two analyses. Wewill see below how these
new features are used in CONSTRUCTER.

Another important new feature in AGFL is the possibility to define sequenceswith regular ex-
pressions as wild cards. This allows us to define unrestricted strings, but also less unrestricted
strings like names (starting with a capital), abbreviations, dates, et cetera. For the Condorcet
project, it offers the possibility to easily describe and parse texts extendedwith mark up tags
like SGML. The following example grammar strips some basic LATEX commands from the in-
put:4

Text : LaTeX Part, [WORDS] ! WORDS.
WORDS : $MATCH(".*"), [WORDS].
LaTeX Part : $SKIP("\.*"), $MATCH(".*"), $SKIP("\.*") / $MATCH 1 .

Input may be recognized as a LATEX sequence, optionally followed by a sequence of ‘regular’
words. A LATEX part is recognized as a string starting with a backslash, followed by an un-
restricted string, followed by a string starting with a backslash. The LATEX sequence is trans-
duced (by means of the slash) into the string between the LATEX-commands. For example, the
input

\large larger \normalsize

is parsed as:

4Members starting with $SKIP are not specified within the output, as opposed to members starting with
$MATCH. Square brackets indicate optionality.
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larger

At present time, the Condorcet preprocessor detects chemical formulae and denotes them
by means of SGML-tags in order to separate them from regular parts of speech. A typical
example of such a formula is

<CHEM> Si <SUB> 3 </SUB> N <SUB> 4 </SUB> </CHEM>

indicating the chemical formula Si3N4. The SGML tags in this formula should be preserved in
the output of the AGFL parser in order to obtain as much information as possible. However,
other SGML tags indicating information about the authors of the document and the distinc-
tion between title and abstract should not occur in the output, since this information does not
seem relevant for the further processing. AGFL offers a suitable mechanism for this problem.
Bymeans of the $SKIP and $MATCH operators, and the new feature of transduction, we can
define whether the input should occur in the output or not. For example:

FORMULA : $MATCH("<CHEM>"), MATCH(’.*"), $MATCH("</CHEM>") .

This rule recognizes any string, surrounded by CHEM-tags. The SGML tags are printed in
the output. Other tags, like the <ABSTRACT> tag may not be printed in the output.

TITLE : $SKIP("<TITLE>"), TITLE PART.

The possibility of transducing the input can be used to format other SGML-tags in the output.
For example, the rule:

DOCUMENT-ID : $SKIP("<[A-z].*>"), $MATCH("<ID>"), $MATCH,
$MATCH("</ID>") / "ID number: ", $MATCH 2, "\n".

transduces a rather complicated SGML-tag indicating the ID-number of a document into

ID number: 9009C1-C-0004

3.2.3 The CONSTRUCTER grammar

Until now,we have discussed the generalmethodologyof the parser, aswell as the formalism
used. In this section, we will discuss a number of general principles and ideas as the linguis-
tic backgrounds onwhich CONSTRUCTER is based. However, we start by explaining how the
parser is interfaced with the Lexicon Engine. It will be shown that a clear and efficient inter-
face can be developed by making use of some specific AGFL techniques.

Interface between the Lexical Module and the AGFL syntax

In Coppen [1991] it is argued that a possible solution of the problems sketched in section 3.2.1
should entail a separated lexical component (in Condorcet one of the subengines or subtasks
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of the Preprocessor), being able to lexicalize a string of words and to produce a string of cate-
gories.5 Coppen also suggests that this strategy can be extended with a way to tackle lexical
ambiguity appropriately.

The strings originating from the input should be preceded by all possible syntactic categories,
separated by a delimiter. If we can construct a parser which is capable of processing these
kinds of strings (that merely consist of words, preceded by a rows of categories from which
the parser has to choose), then the problemof interfacing the output of preprocessorwould be
solved. What is more, we would have tackled the problem of lexical ambiguity at the same
time. This strategy resembles the strategy for underspecifying transparent configurations:
since at this level, no choice about the category of the word can bemade, this decision is post-
poned. The difference is that the technique described above is called packing instead of un-
derspecification (cf. Coppen [1991] and van Bakel [1996] for different implementations of the
same idea).

Implementing this idea by means of AGFL, could imply making use of the list operator, as
described earlier. The list operator allows multiple alternatives per word. Obviously, this
wouldmake it very easy to deal with lexical ambiguities, which are by definitionmultiple al-
ternatives per word. The subgrammar that is responsible for AGFL internal interfacing looks
as follows (see Oltmans [1996] for details):

N(SING) : $SKIP("N<sg>"), "(", $MATCH("[A-z].*"), ")".
Det(SING) : $SKIP("DT<sg>"), "(", $MATCH("[A-z].*"), ")".
Det(PL) : $SKIP("DT<pl>"), "(", $MATCH("[A-z].*"), ")".
V(PL) : $SKIP("V<pl>"), "(", $MATCH("[A-z].*"), ")".

This grammar rewrites a singular Noun into an abbreviation (N<sg>), an opening bracket,
the Noun itself, which is an unrestricted string of characters, and a closing bracket.

Assuming this to be the fragment as the lexical interface of CONSTRUCTER, a string like6:

[DT<sg>|DT<pl>](the) N<sg>(man)

would now be parsed correctly, that is the parser ‘chooses’ the correct Determiner, since only
a singular Determiner corresponds in the grammar with a singular Noun. The option of the
plural Determiner does not yield a parse, so it is discarded. Lexical ambiguity is, again, dealt
with at the level where appropriate information is present.

The method above has the following advantages:� Lexical information is stored independently� It deals with lexical ambiguity in an appropriate and efficient way� Lexicon management takes place within in the preprocessor, possibly with interaction
with the user

5In the development stage, the string of categories is extended with the terminal strings of the original input
in order to ease the inspection of the lexicalization process.

6We could also change the syntactic codes into numeral codes. The input of the parser would then be some-
thing like: [17|23](the) 42(man)
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all possible categories. No mechanisms in the parser are needed for lexical robustness.

Terminology

In this section we will first discuss the names of the symbols that are used in CONSTRUCTER.
First, we will present the non-terminal symbols and secondly, we will present the terminal
symbols.

In CONSTRUCTER the following non-terminals are distinguished:

name short description
S The symbol denoting a sentence; its parameters are: DECL, QUES, REL, SUB.
TOP The position of the sentence where topicalized elements reside.
SU The Subject, usually the first element in the sentence, after a topicalized element.
VP The Verb Phrase, containing the main verb, a verbal group and its complements.
C&A The node where all complements and adverbials reside.
NP The Noun Phrase
N2 N2 (to be pronounced as N double bar). The first level within a Noun Phrase
N1 N1 (to be pronounced as N bar). The second level within a Noun Phrase
N The Noun itself
HQP High Quantifier Phrase: see below
LQP Low Quantifier Phrase: see below
NumP Numeral Phrase: used to indicate complex numerals
VC Verbal Complex; indicating the Verbal Complex
PP Prepositional Phrase; indicating a Noun Phrase preceded by a Preposition
AP Adjective Phrase: the complex of words containing an Adjective as head
A2 A2 (to be pronounced as A double bar).
A1 A1 (to be pronounced as A bar).
COP Coordination Phrase; used to indicate coordinated Phrases
FML Chemical Formula
Coord Coordination
COMP Complementizer position: indicating complementizers as “that” and “while”.
Cmnt Comment; indicating comments, usually after a Noun Phrase

In CONSTRUCTER the following lexical categories are distinguished:
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# Non Terminal/Arity Full name Class # instantiations
1 OpenBracket Closed 1
2 CloseBracket Closed 1
3 Comma Closed 1
4 Colon Closed 1
5 MOD Modifier Closed 1
6 To Closed 1
7 Neg Negation Closed 2
8 Prenum Pre-numeral Closed 12
9 Pronrel Relative Pronoun Closed 6
10 Detpost Post Determiner Closed 4
11 Conj/3 Conjunction Closed 28
12 Num/3 Numeral Open 24
13 DT/4 Determiner Closed 33
14 Prep Preposition Closed 44
15 Adv/1 Adverbial Open 3,990
16 Adj/4 Adjective Open 11,127
17 V/2 Verb Open 33,795
18 N/1 Noun Open 49,261

Someof the categories in this table are augmentedwith formal parameters, or affixes inAGFL
terminology. The number of affixes (arity) of each non-terminal is denoted by a slash and
a digit. Note that not all possibilities in rewriting the non-terminal symbols will lead to an
actual lexical category: full expansion of all non-terminal parameters leads to a total of 58
terminal symbols. The third column denotes the type of the lexical category: is it Closed or
Open (i.e. the possibility to add new words to this category). The fourth column denotes the
number of occurrences in the lexicon that is currently used.

CONSTRUCTER’s grammar rules

The basic sentence

CONSTRUCTER only produces syntactic analyses of sentences, and leaves semantics un-
touched. For example, the following two sentences are assigned exactly the same structure:

2 Lotion was analyzed by HPLC

3 John is analyzing in the lab

The fact that [2] is a passivized sentencewith a syntactic subject Lotion and a thematic subject
HPLC is not expressed in the structure. The structuralistic parser is actually nothing more
than a device that checks whether an input sentence (or better, a row of categories) can be
analyzed as a grammatical unit. At the same time, only linguistic information that is relevant
for the second module is presented. The general framework is discussed in section 3.2.3.

CONSTRUCTER tries to recognize and analyze every input sentencewithin the following basic
phrase structure, which is primarily based on the �X theory of Jackendoff [1977]. The basic
declarative sentence in CONSTRUCTER consists of a subject (SU), followed by aVP.Optionally,
the SU-node may be preceded by a topicalized element (the TOP-node).
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SENTENCE

TOP SU VP

VC C&A

The Verbal Complex

The treatment of the Verbal Complex (henceforth VC) originates from van Bakel [1984]. The
algorithm is based on the idea that a verbal complex consists of a row of verbs inwhich every
verb triggers an expectation that following verbs have to meet. Once the last verb of a verbal
complex does not triggers an expectation itself, and no other verbs follow (which is the case
with main verbs), the VC is valid. Otherwise, it is invalid or there is more than one verbal
complex (which is seldom the case). The phrase structure rule for the VC looks as follows:

VC (form) : V (form, expect), VC (expect) !
V (form, EMPTY) .

Auxiliaries are thus always specified in the lexicon for a certain expectation (like an infinitive
or a participle), whereas main verbs alway have an empty expectation.

In the next figure the features of the V and VC-nodes illustrate the working of the algorithm
for the English Verbal Complex. The initial expectation is triggered by the Auxiliary would
which expects an infinitive. This expectation is redeemed by the Auxiliary have, which ex-
pects a participle by itself. Finally, this expectation is met by the participle been, which has no
expectation of itself. Therefore, the Verbal Complex is closed and turns out to be valid.
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Complements and Adverbials

Under the C&A-nodes, all complements and adverbials are collected that follow the main
verb. In CONSTRUCTER, three kinds of C&A-nodes are distinguished. C&A-nodes can occur
immediately after the subject and after the finite verb in main sentences and subclauses.

The elements that occur in the rewriting of the C&A node in main sentences are the follow-
ing: Prepositional Phrases, Adverbials, (coordinated)NPs, (coordinated) PPs, Adjectives and
embedded sentences.
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All these elements are described according to the following general rule:

C&A �! C&Apart, [C&A]

where C&Apart rewrites into one of the elements listed above.

The Noun Phrase

The phrase structure rules for the Noun Phrase in CONSTRUCTER are generally based on the
formal approach in Coppen [1991]. Coppen’s approach of the specifier system of the Noun
Phrase involves a formal framework in which the distribution of case (Chomsky [1981]) plays
a crucial role. The starting point of the description of the Noun Phrase looks as follows (com-
plements and intensifiers are not shown in this figure):

NP

HQP MOD N2

DT N1

LQP AP N

HQP (High Quantifier Phrase) is the name of the category for the position that specifies N2,
DT (Determiner) is the name of the category for the position that specifies N1, and LQP (Low
Quantifier Phrase) is the name of the category for the position that specifies N. MOD (Mod-
ifier) is the name of the position that modifies N2 and AP (Adjective Phrase) is the name of
the position that modifies N.

As can be seen, there are two positions for Quantifiers. This is in accord with the idea that
constructions generally known as partitive constructions should be analyzed as simple NPs
with no partitive NP involved (Coppen [1991]):

NP

HQP

two

MOD

of

N2

DT

the

N1

LQP

three

AP

beautiful

N

books

Themechanism of case takes care of the internal distribution of QPs, Determiners and Adjec-
tives. In general, it can be said that the whole projection line should have case in order to be
grammatical. The distribution of case is done by the specifiers and modifiers, that, in gen-
eral, pass case when definite, and do not pass case when indefinite or empty. That is why, for
example, the following NP is ungrammatical:
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NP

HQP

two

MOD

of

N2

DT N1

LQP AP N

books

In this NP, themodifier of passes case to the following determiner position. As this position is
empty, the so called Generalized Case Filter, which states that empty positions may not have
case, is violated.

Tackling exponentiality: Underspecifying NP-PP-sequences

An important problem in automatic structural analysis is the problem of structural ambigu-
ity, and with it the exponential increase of the number of analyses. The phenomenon of ex-
ponential ambiguity typically occurs in phrases with transparent constituent boundaries. In
these phrases it is unclear whether a particular constituent belongs to the left of the bound-
ary or to the right. For instance, take sentences with NP-PP sequences, in which a PP can be
a post-modifying phrase to an NP, or a constituent of its own. The following is a notorious
example:

4 She saw the girl with the binoculars.

This sentence is ambiguous, which becomes clear when it is passivized:

5 The girl with the binoculars was seen (by her).

6 The girl was seen with the binoculars (by her).

Anunrestrictedparserwill produce two structural analyses for [4]. In this particular case this
is not harmful, as both structural possibilities correspond to two different meanings. How-
ever, thiswill not always be the case. In transparency situations, a number of structural analy-
seswill usually be produced thatwill not lead to semantically valid analyses. What ismore, if
the number of PPs grows the number of analyseswill increase exponentially. Many sentences
can be foundwithNP-PP sequences in theCondorcet corpus. Intuitively these are hardly rec-
ognized as ambiguous, but in NLP practice they prove to be highly ‘ambiguity-prone’, to the
extent that the number of analyses increases exponentially in these situations. For example,
take the following sentence:

7 The tribological behavior of Si3N4 sliding pairs in pin-on-disk configuration for sliding
velocities between 0.03-3m/s, constant load of 10N and environment-temperatures be-
tween 22-1000 deg C is dependent on the overlap ratio, the temperature and the sliding
velocity.
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Looking at the number of PPs in this sentence, we would expect the number of structural
possibilities in [7] to be 26. But the number is even bigger: each time a PP is attached to a
preceding NP a new transparency situation is created, because the next PP can be attached
to any NP level to which it is adjacent:

...

NP

N2

DT

The

N1

Adj

tribological

N

behaviour

PP

P

of

NP

FML

Si3N4

N

sliding

N

pairs

PP

P

in

NP

N

pin-on-disk

N

configuration

A case of Double Transparency is illustrated in this tree: the PP in pin-on-disk configuration can
be attached either to the NP Si3N4 sliding pairs, or the NP The tribological behaviour of Si3N4
sliding pairs. The following table shows the increase in the number of structural possibilities
with respect to the number of PPs in a sentence (this table is adopted from Coppen [1991], p.
25):

# PPs # structures

0 1
1 2
2 5
3 14
4 42
5 132
6 429
7 1430
8 4862

What ismore, transparency holds for subordinate clauses and coordinatedphrases aswell, so
double transparencywould also apply to the constituent and environment-temperatures, which
— structurally— can be a coordinating phrase to constant load of 10N or sliding velocities...10N
or even pin-on-disk...10N. Anunrestrictedparserwould thereforeproduce 429 analyses for [7].
This clearly shows that it is impractical — and maybe even impossible — to analyze trans-
parency situations by first generating all surface structures. Not only would this slow down
the analysis process considerably, disambiguating transparent configurations by means of a
structuralistic parser is not appropriately at all since the type of information to disambiguate
(for example subcategorization information) is not present.

Currently, the development of a second module, which would extend the structural parse
tree with semantic and domain-dependent information, is investigated. A pilot study was
performed in this respect, which we report on in section 3.3.1. This module appears to be the
appropriate level to deal with structural ambiguity. In this set up, the system would know
what to choose, and when to choose it; until that moment the derivation will remain under-
specified. Therefore it is desirable to construct a parser that skirts exponentiality at the struc-
tural level, i.e. which leaves structural ambiguity untouched. This is exactly what is done
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through syntactic underspecification: underspecification of NP-PP-sequences is done by at-
taching all PPs to the highest level. This way, no structural ambiguities are returned, but only
one, underspecified representation of the input.

This strategy of underspecification, which entails the recognition of ‘minimal’ Noun Phrase
(i.e. without post-modifying PPs) is known in the literature as the Principle of Minimal Attach-
ment, cf. Frazier [1987].

Tackling exponentiality: Underspecifying NP-sequences

NP-PP-sequences are not the only configurations that have to be underspecified because of
their transparency. For instance, NP-sequences involve transparency as well. Take for exam-
ple the following sentence:

8 He gave those books.

The words (those and books) can each constitute an independent NP but they can also form
together an NP. This entails that [8] is structurally ambiguous. Like with NP-PP sequences,
we would needmore information (e.g. on subcategorization) to decide which of the possible
analyses is required (or whether they are both valid), and therefore the structural syntax is
underspecified for NP sequences as well. As regards NP sequences it was decided to put as
many constituents as possible within one NP in CONSTRUCTER, just like in ELSA. Among
other parsing strategies, this strategy is illustrated in Frazier [1987], and it is called the Late
Closure Principle. The strategy is more or less the opposite of the strategy that has been used
in NP-PP sequences.

Summarizing, we have discussed two techniques for underspecifying transparent configu-
rations: Minimal Attachment for NP-PP-sequences and Late Closure for NP-NP-sequences.
Both techniques are used in order to make the systemmore efficient (i.e. to restrain the num-
ber of unnecessary analyses) by making use of principle-based solutions. Hence, the solu-
tions are not only efficient, but also effective, since the system remains transparent.

3.2.4 Results and conclusions

The following results are achieved on a SUN/SPARC 5 work station, using the Solaris 5 op-
erating system. The generated parser is a 153Kb executable; the lexicon that is used for map-
ping the words into categories is a 2.9Mb binary file, containing 88,802 word forms7. The six
documents (see Appendix A) contain 54 sentences, and 36 SGML-tags for dividing the doc-
uments into meaningful subparts. The six documents are parsed in 1.93 seconds, which is
0.02 seconds per sentence. The total number of words (counting both the sentences and the
SGML-tags) is 1469, which yields an average sentence length of 26.5 words. The speed of the
parser is thus 761 words per second. The shortest parse takes 0.000 seconds, the longest 0.323

7As morphology is separated from the parser, the size of the lexicon has no effect on parsing time. However,
we present this number to enable comparison of CONSTRUCTER’s performance with other parsers.
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seconds.8

Speed of the parser CONSTRUCTER

av. # documents/second: 3.11
av. # sentences/second: 46.63
av. # words/second: 761.14

Furthermore, all sentences and titles were analyzed; out of 54 analyses, 53 were in agreement
with the principles and theory (1 analysis wasmade based on an ‘ad hoc’ rewrite rule), which
means that the output is according to the general framework presented in section 3.2.3.

Conclusions

The structuralistic parser CONSTRUCTER is still under development. However, it already
proved to have a high corpus coverage (all six texts) and a rather high linguistic coverage
(98%). New optimalizations in the AGFL parser generator will probably speed up the gen-
erated parser considerably. The linguistic performance of CONSTRUCTER can easily be ex-
tended, given the strict linguistic principles on which CONSTRUCTER is based.

3.3 Index generation

It should come as no surprise that up till now, the Condorcet research has mainly focused
on shaping the first two modules of the CIA. Automatic index generation has only been
dealt with to a limited extent. It is still a matter of further research to determine exactly
what (kinds of) knowledge is (are) required to generate index concepts from the output of
CONSTRUCTER, and how should this knowledge be applied, so as to define the exact route
from CONSTRUCTER’s output to structured index concepts. In section 5 we will elaborate on
these topics.

In the first year, a pilot study has been conducted to investigate the possibilities to employ a
FERRET-like strategy (as discussed in section 1.1.5) within Condorcet, i.e. to use case frames
ofmain verbswithin the descriptions, and fill their slots by inspecting the other sentence con-
stituents. In this section we will report on the results of this pilot study.

3.3.1 Thematic analysis; a pilot study

It is an accepted view in Condorcet that domain knowledge is vital for generating structured
index concepts for documents. However, it is the questionwhether it suffices to use only this
kind of knowledge in automatic document indexing from CONSTRUCTER’s output, or that ad-
ditional linguistic knowledge is required. Oneway to do employ extra linguistic information
would be to use case frames formain verbs, with slots that are filled by sentence constituents.

8In the current state of affairs, this would mean that a corpus of 30,000 documents would be parsed in a little
more than two and a half hours.
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To answer the question above, we have to determine the nature of CONSTRUCTER’s output.
CONSTRUCTER produces underspecified surface structures of English sentences, i.e. contain-
ing only syntactic information on constituents and their possible hierarchical relations. We
saw before that this output is potentially highly ambiguous because of the underspecified
structures used. Take the following sentence from 9009C1-C-0004:

9 In rolling contact tests, grain pullout of Si3N4 caused a higher wear rate than submicron
chipping.

The present version of CONSTRUCTER produces the following analysis for [9]:
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In this analysis, information is lacking to decide which is/are the proper relation(s) that hold
between the constituents in the document description. The example in [9] is somewhat mis-
leading, as it could be argued that the cause-relation between grain pullout and higher wear rate
is beautifully expressed by the structure of the sentence, such that the constituent under SU
causes theNP under C&A.However, things are not that simple: the relation that is expressed
in [9] can be expressed in a number of different ways as well, a few examples of which are
the following:

10 a) A higher wear rate in rolling contact tests was caused by grain pullout of Si3N4
rather than by submicron chipping.

b) Grain pullout of Si3N4 was shown to cause a higher wear rate in rolling contact
tests than submicron chipping.
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c) It was demonstrated that in rolling contact tests, grain pullout of Si3N4 rather
than submicron chipping caused the wear rate to be high.

This phenomenon is not restricted to sentence level, but can also be observed at Noun Phrase
level, which is demonstrated by the following examples:

11 a) grain pullout causing a higher wear rate

b) a higher wear rate caused by grain pullout

The variations of [9] presented here demonstrate that that a relation between concepts can
be expressed in natural language in many different ways indeed, and that it is far from sim-
ple to establish the proper relation between constituents using only the syntactic knowledge
incorporated within CONSTRUCTER.

One way to establish the proper relation between constituents is to follow a FERRET-like ap-
proach, i.e. using case frames as discussed in section 1.1.5. Following this approach would
entail that extra information on the language used is needed to establish the right relation
between the constituents (and with it between the concepts) in the sentence. The required
information would consist of information on subcategorization of verbs and nouns. In Chom-
skyan linguistics these are called thematic grids or theta grids, hence the term Thematic analysis.
Other terms used in this respect are Predicate Structures, and of course Case frames.

The information on subcategorization of verbs and nouns is to a large extent domain-specific
in nature. It is used to choose the proper hierarchical relation between constituents from the
– possibly large – number of structural analyses represented by the underspecified output of
CONSTRUCTER. Belowwewill discuss how the domain knowledge and language knowledge
are combined to produce thematic analyses.

Thematic Analyzer

The thematic analyzer (viz. figure 3.6) is a simplified and altered version of the thematic an-
alyzer described by van Bakel [1996], tuned to the different requirements of thematic analy-
sis within automatic indexing. As is shown in figure 3.6, the thematic analyzer applies both
language-specific and domain-specific knowledge, both combined in the thematic/semantic
lexicon.

Basically, the thematic module works as follows. It places all information that is possibly
semantically relevant in a canonical format, which is a Structure of Predicate, Arguments and
Modifiers (SPAM). This is done as follows: all nouns and verbs present in a sentence are re-
placed by SPAMs, that are defined in a thematic lexicon. This lexicon is highly similar to,
andmaybe even equals, the Semantic Lexicon known from Plinius, in which lexical entries are
linked with their conceptual translations. This SPAM is then filled with information drawn
from the structural analysis, similar to the way the slots of the case frames are filled in FER-
RET. If a verb or noun is not defined in the semantic lexicon, an empty SPAMwill be inserted.
After this, all information that did not end up in the SPAM is discarded.
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Figure 3.6: The Condorcet Thematic Analyzer

The tree in figure 3.7 represents the surface structure for the Noun Phrase tungsten carbide
particles added to the Si3N4 matrix:
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Figure 3.7: CONSTRUCTER analysis for tungsten carbode particles added in the Si3N4 matrix.

Thematic analysis converts this structure into the SPAM in figure 3.8. Here we see that tung-
sten carbide particles, added and matrix are regarded as predicates:
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Figure 3.8: SPAM for tungsten carbode particles added in the Si3N4 matrix.

The syntactic categories that are specified in the SPAMare the conditions that apply when as-
signing the arguments; these are language-specific. For example, they state that an argument-
receiving constituent should be a noun phrase, or a prepositional phrase. When no restric-
tions apply all restrictions can be left out. In the pilot study, the full capacity of the (definitions
of) the SPAMs in the semantic lexicon has only been used to a small extent, but it is obvious
that it allows for defining both a loose and a strict semantic lexicon, and therefore for a flexi-
ble semantic representation. What is more, these SPAMS can be extendedby adding all kinds
of extra – domain-specific – information like defining properties of concepts, etc. This way,
all information (both domain-specific and information expressed in the document descrip-
tions) needed for automatic conceptual indexing can be stored in the SPAMs, and thus these
structures can be used in the process of generating structured index concepts. The modifier
node (M) is always empty; under this node, all constituents and specifiers are collected that
do not occupy an argument position, like adjectives (e.g. rolling, sliding) and determiners.

It is the combination of language-specific and domain-specific information that is required at
one specific moment in the transformation process that makes it difficult to completely sep-
arate these different kinds of knowledge in the process. On the contrary, the two types of
knowledge are indispensible when dealing with the problems of choosing the right hierar-
chical relation between sentence constituents, hence producing the proper thematic (or se-
mantic) structure of a sentence.

NP-PP sequences

The problem of NP-PP sequences and the exponential increase of unlimited output are noto-
rious problems in the field of Natural Language Processing. In Oltmans [1996] it is described
how in CONSTRUCTER rewrite rules are restricted so that in case of (highly ambiguous) NP-
PP sequences, only one underspecified surface structure is produced. A prerequisite for us-
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Figure 3.9: CONSTRUCTER analysis forExperimental investigation of lubricated rolling and sliding
contact for three types of Si3N4 against nodular cast iron.

ing this strategy is that the module that follows the parser is able to split up the derivation
if this were required, e.g. establishing the proper hierarchical relation between predicate and
arguments (van Bakel & Oltmans [1996]). In the thematic analyzer, special rules are incorpo-
rated for reconstruction of PP-attachments, so as to generate the proper SPAM for a sentence
or clause. To illustrate this, let us look at the subject of the first sentence of 9009C1-C-0004,
in figure 3.9. In this structure we see that the PPs for three types of Si3N4 and against nodular
cast iron are attached directly under C&A at the highest level, in accord with the principle
of underspecification used in CONSTRUCTER. However, we can only determine the proper
place of attachment for these two constituents when have the subcategorization information
for investigation and contact. In the thematic lexicon this information is provided, and from
this information we learn that the two PPs must fill the argument slots of contact, as can be
seen in figure 3.10.

Evaluation

Based on the results of the pilot study reported here, it cannot be claimed that all problems
regarding index generation have been dealt with adequately, and that therefore the thematic
analyzer should function as the third main process within CIA in the index generation pro-
cess. For example, no ruleswere developed for dealingwith coordination and gapping struc-
tures, nor were comparative constructions tackled. But, more importantly, we suspect that
the output is too complex to be used as index concepts. This is why further investigation is
still needed, as will become clear in section 5. Nevertheless, given the total amount of time
invested in the pilot study (two and a half weeks only) it can be said that the results, although
modest, are promising. Thematic analysis could be used as one step in index generation, for
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Figure 3.10: Thematic analysis for Experimental investigation of lubricated rolling and sliding con-
tact for three types of Si3N4 against nodular cast iron.

example. Thiswould be in accordancewith the approach of Plinius, inwhich “several succes-
sive levels of semantic representations” were employed on the “track of semantic analysis”
(ter Stal [1996]). In Plinius, these intermediate levels are used to construct a final expression
in a KR language. In Condorcet, the objective is to some extent similar, albeit that it is to con-
struct structured index concepts for documents.



Chapter 4

Ontology & Condorcet Query Engine

4.1 Ontologies

One of the major aims of Condorcet is to replace thesauri and classification systems by struc-
tured ontologies. As a result, ontologies for IR will have to be developed for the two cor-
pora investigated by Condorcet. It is argued that ontologies allow more flexible searching
at higher precision than conventional means. These advantages will have to be realised by
a query engine that performs the actual search. The subjects of ontology and query engine
thus are closely related.

For each of the two corpora, the appropriate ontology implicitly defines the output of the
Condorcet indexing process. As in traditional settings, these ontologies have to be designed
by hand. Condorcet draws on experiences gained in earlier projects of the Knowledge-Based
Systems Group at Twente, in particular Sapiens (Speel, Mars & van der Vet [1991a]; Speel,
Mars & van der Vet [1991b]; Speel et al. [1991]) and Plinius (Mars & Schreiber [1985]; Mars
et al. [1994]; Mars & van der Vet [1990]; Speel [1995]; Speel et al. [1992]; ter Stal [1996];
van der Vet et al. [1994]).

In the Plinius project, ontologies have been built in whichmost concepts are defined as being
composed of more primitive concepts (van der Vet &Mars [1993]; van der Vet &Mars [1994];
van der Vet, Speel & Mars [1995]). We call this way of structuring composition. For an illus-
tration, consider concepts for pure substances such as they appear in any chemistry textbook.
Chemical elements and natural numbers are the primitive concepts used, and composition
rules for pure substances determine allowed ways of grouping. For IR, composition opens
the possibility to use very precise search concepts. It also opens the possibility to use gen-
eralized search concepts, as in searching for “aluminium compounds” when the document
representations only specify particular aluminium compounds.

In Condorcet, we have not looked closely at the use of composition in IR so far. We have,
however, looked at another way of structuring called coordination. We have developed co-
ordinated index concepts for the three ceramics texts of appendixA and compared themwith
the index terms assigned byMaterials Information. Thiswork is in progress. For the epilepsy
texts, we have decided to use the UMLS developed at the US National Library of Medicine
(National Library of Medicine [1996]). We have also built a prototype query engine in Prolog
to demonstrate the possibilities of searching with coordinated index concepts. Here, we will
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discuss some of the more salient aspects of coordinated index concepts (section 4.2) and the
query engine (section 4.3).

4.2 Coordinated index concepts

4.2.1 Background

Coordination in Condorcet is a knowledge-based variant of the idea of pre-coordination
known from traditional library science. An example of a coordinated index concept is
“cures(aspirin, headache)”. In this expression, the two index concepts aspirin and
headache have been related by a named relation cures that we will call the coordinator.
The index concepts related by a coordinator, in the example aspirin and headache, are
called the arguments of the coordinator. In the final ontology, aspirin and headachewill
be composite concepts. Here, we abstract from the composite aspect by writing concepts as
flat strings.

The advantage of coordinated index concepts is that they enhance precision. Consider the
following example involving a fictitious bibliographic database in the domain of medicine.
Traditionally, a document about aspirin as a cure for headache and a document about as-
pirin as a cause of headache both receive two index terms: aspirin and headache. The
indexing language is not expressive enough to make the difference. In Boolean searching
we are also prevented frommaking the difference, because only an expression like aspirin
AND headache is allowed. A searcher will therefore always retrieve both documents when
searching for only one of the two. In our solution, documents about aspirin as a cure for
headache receive the representation cures(aspirin, headache), those about aspirin as
a cause of headache the representation causes(aspirin, headache). Users can now
limit their query to the relation they want. In other words, precision is enhanced without
any apparent effect on recall (assuming perfect indexing).

4.2.2 Semantics of index concepts

There are twoperspectives for the semantics of index concepts. The easy perspective is that of
the query engine. This perspective is adopted bymanyworkers in IR, andwewill take it, too,
when discussing the query engine below. The query engine perspective interprets any index
concept c as the setC(c) of those documentswhich have c in their representation. This can be
turned into a formal model-theoretic semantics if wanted, but we will not do that here. The
ease of the query engine perspective comes at a price. It assumes perfect knowledge about
the representations of the documents in the collection. For obvious reasons, neither indexers
nor searchers have this knowledge.

The other perspective is constituted by the prediction game discussed in chapter 1. It is the
proper perspective for indexers and searchers. Unfortunately, it involves many unclarities.
Both indexers and searchers are said to be guided by the notion of relevance. Relevance, how-
ever, is a subjective notion that defies easy formalization. A process that automatically as-
signs index concepts to documents can be regarded as a formalization of ‘relevance’. But in
Condorcet, the process will be semi -automatic rather than fully automatic, and even in case
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of a fully automatic process, the searcher receives onlymodest assistance from a process spec-
ification.

4.2.3 Syntax of coordinated index concepts

When the document identified by key k is indexed with the concept c, we will write this as
the first-order assertion about(k; c)
meaning, roughly, “document nr. k is about c”. We will call such assertions “about-
statements”.

When we want to assign two or more concepts c1; c2; : : : ; cn to a document, the document
representation becomes a conjunction of about-statements:about(k; c1) ^ about(k; c2) ^ : : : ^ about(k; cn)
Any concept can be either simple or coordinated. Simple concepts are obvious here, because
we abstract from possible composition. However, a concept written here simply as aspirin
may, in the final ontology, be a composite expression involving a lot of detail.

A coordinated concept is constructed by relating two or more concepts by means of a coor-
dinator. A paradigm example is cures(aspirin; headache)
where cures is the coordinator. This concept might end up in a document representation if
the document is about aspirin as a cure for headache. For this to happen, it is unimportant
whether the cure is called effective or worthless. Therefore, a coordinated index concept is
not an assertion (but the about-statement in which it occurs is).

Example 1 Example database of document representations.

about(108, medicine).
about(109, headache).
about(110, paracetamol).
about(112, aspirin).
about(113, aspirin).
about(114, cures(aspirin, headache)).
about(114, causes(paracetamol, nephritis)).
about(115, cures(aspirin, headache)).
about(116, cures(paracetamol, headache)).
about(117, causes(aspirin, headache)).
about(118, cures(aspirin, carditis)).

Example 1 presents a databasewith a fewdocument representations, comprising both simple
and coordinated concepts.
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4.2.4 Hierarchies

The ontologies from which the concepts are taken define hierarchies of concepts, so that cer-
tain concepts are subconcepts of other concepts. In the final ontology, such hierarchies will
often be defined by way of composition. We abstract from composition here and will mimic
hierarchies by a set of assertions of the formsubconcept(aspirin; medicine)
with an obvious interpretation. Since medicine is a concept like any other, it can be assigned
to a document (say, when it discusses medicines in general). The concept hierarchy can be
used to increase searching facilities in away that will be described below. Example 2 presents
a modest hierarchy. Note that it also defines subconcept relations for coordinators.

Example 2 Example concept hierarchy.

subconcept(aspirin, medicine).
subconcept(paracetamol, medicine).
subconcept(headache, disease).
subconcept(carditis, disease).
subconcept(nephritis, disease).
subconcept(cures, coordinator).
subconcept(causes, coordinator).

The hierarchies can be used in IR in two ways. First, they constrain the choice of arguments
to coordinators. Second, they allow searching for generalized concepts.

4.3 The query engine

Document representations are only one ingredient of an IR system: they take a query engine
to be used. See figure 4.1 for a schematic representation of the environment in which a query
engine has to operate. Given Condorcet’s choice of document representations, the Condorcet
Query Engine has been designed to combine the advantages of coordinated index concepts,
use of generalised concepts, and Boolean searching.

Condorcet Formalized
Query

User
Request

Query
Formalization

Engine

Query
Document
Indexes

Selected
Documents

Keys of

Figure 4.1: The query engine

Below, we give the list of query types supported by our query engine. We have illustrated
the effects of a query by means of the sets of keys returned given the database of example 1
and the concept hierarchy of example 2.
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Simple queries consist of a single concept like aspirin. The query engine has to retrieve
each document that has the concept in its representation, either as such or as argument
in a coordinated concept. Example:� aspirin returns 112 through 115 inclusive, 117, and 118.

Queries involving a superconcept consist of the concept any(s), where s is a superconcept
defined in the ontology. Upon searching, any(s) is expanded to all subconcepts of con-
cept s including s itself, and for each subconcept a simple query is performed. The re-
sult is the union of all results for the simple queries. Note that the searcher can define
queries at different levels and can thus control the level of detail atwhich (s)he is search-
ing. Examples:� The query “any(medicine)” retrieves all documents that have the concept

medicine or any of its subconcepts in their representation. In the example,
any(medicine) returns all documents from the database except 109.� The query “medicine” retrieves only documents with the concept medicine as
such in their representation. In the example, medicine returns only 108.

Coordinated queries consist of a coordinated concept. The concept has to match exactly.
This gives the user an extra means to control the level of detail. Example:� cures(aspirin, headache) returns 114 and 115.

Coordinated queries involving superconcepts are coordinated queries in which one or
more constituents are replaced by a superconcept any(s). There is also a hierarchy of
coordinators, so that it is possible to construct a coordinated query in which the coor-
dinator is specified as a superconcept. Examples:� cures(any(medicine), headache) returns 114, 115, and 116.� cures(any(medicine), any(disease)) returns 114, 115, 116, and 118.� any(coordinator) (aspirin, headache) returns 114, 115, and 117.� any(coordinator) (any(medicine), headache) returns 114 through 117

inclusive.� any(coordinator) (any(medicine), any(disease)), finally, returns
114 through 118 inclusive.

Boolean expressions specify a particular Boolean combination of any of the above. The op-
erators are the usual AND,OR, andNOT, and theirmeaning is as in traditional Boolean
searching: C(ci OR cj) = C(ci) [ C(cj)C(ci AND cj) = C(ci) \ C(cj)C(ci NOT cj) = C(ci)� C(cj)
whereC(x) is the set of documents whose representationmatches expression x and ‘�’
is asymmetric set difference. Boolean expressions can be nested. Simple example:
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112 and 113.

We have demonstrated the practical feasibility of these ideas by implementing a prototype
of a search engine called CQE in Prolog. CQE fully meets the functional specifications. The
reader can run CQE from the Condorcet homepage referenced elsewhere in this report.

Basically, CQE first parses the search expression to find Boolean operators. When it arrives at
a level where there are no more Boolean operators, it performs the actual queries. It uses an
inverted file to find the document keys that match a simple or coordinated concept. Super-
concept expansion is done ‘on the fly’. Superconcept expansion slows down the query en-
gine’s response times. Response times may become unacceptable for large hierarchies. Fur-
ther work is required to find more efficient ways to expand superconcepts.

Perhaps themost remarkable aspect of CQE is that it offers a smoothmigration path from tra-
ditional Boolean searching to searchingwith coordinated concepts and generalized concepts.
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Research issues in the next year

It is obvious that the project is far from finished. Still a lot of work has to be done. In the fol-
lowing sections we will illustrate the topics that the Condorcet team is currently investigat-
ing. These involve new topics as well as elaborations of the ideas presented in the previous
sections. In the following sections we will present our ideas on research topics we will tackle
in the second year of the project.

5.1 Robust parsing

The parser in its current state is not yet capable of analyzing sentences that are ungrammati-
cal (corrupt input) or sentences that are beyond the scope of the grammar onwhich the parser
is based (unexpected input). This poses a severe problem, since the corpus contains clearly
ungrammatical sentences and misspelled words. Even at first glance it appears that 5 errors
occur in the six documents, like Adjectives that are incorrectly used as Adverbials, unbal-
anced brackets and misspelled words like amd and strengh. Most of these problems are now
solved by assigning the correct categories to thesewords (which has to be done interactively),
but unbalanced brackets or completely ungrammatical sentences require a more substantial
solution in order to make the parser robust. A robust parser, i.e. one that is capable of assign-
ing a suitable output to every input sentence, would obviously contribute to higher effectivity
and efficiency compared to the current one.

Robustness in Natural Language Engines can be achieved in a number of ways. For example,
statistical techniques are often used to make the parser robust. However, this approach has
a number of disadvantages. First, this method is very laborious: large amounts of annotated
material are needed. Secondly, this method might be robust in practice (almost every input
is assigned an analysis), but it seems that 100% precision cannot always be guaranteed. In-
spection of the analyses is necessary, which makes these kind of systems less efficient. And
thirdly, it cannot be guaranteed that all sentences are assigned a suitable analysis. Given the
criteria forCondorcet in general and for CONSTRUCTER especially (effectiveness and efficiency),
we have to conclude that this approach fails to tackle the robustness problem in Condorcet
adequately. It appears that a principle-based approach of robustness, in which robustness is
treated according to linguistic principles, would suit better in the Condorcet approach. It is
currently investigated how such a principle-based approach could be implemented in CON-
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STRUCTER.

5.2 Kinds of knowledge

IndexingbyCondorcetmakes intensive use of domain knowledge, linguistic knowledge, and
indexing knowledge. This is already reflected in the processes discussed in the previous sec-
tion. The lexicons and the parser mainly contain linguistic knowledge, i.e. knowledge on
words, word classes and possible syntactic structures of English sentences. In the CQE, in-
dexing knowledge is used in the matching process.

There is still one process that has to be investigated in great detail, which is the index gen-
eration process. Here we will try to answer the question concerning the kinds of knowledge
that are needed to generate index concepts from the output of CONSTRUCTER. At this stage,
we know that domain knowledge (ontologies), further linguistic knowledge (on subcatego-
rization), and even background knowledgewill be required, but we have yet to develop con-
crete ideas on how this should be done. Within Condorcet we distinguish two possible ap-
proaches, which can be characterized as the linguistics-based approach, and the engineering
approach. We try to bring these two in concord, thus developing a principle-based strategy
that is at the same time usable in an actual working system. To our knowledge such a system
has never been built for reality level applications (30,000 documents).

5.3 Knowledge representation and reasoning

Apart fromdeterminingwhat (kinds of) knowledge should be used by the system,Condorcet
is also concerned with questions regarding representation of this knowledge, and reasoning
with it. There are indeed very many ways of knowledge representation and reasoning, but
it should be investigated which fit in best with the objectives of Condorcet. Below we will
discuss some apsects of knowledge representation and reasoning, and we will present our
present ideas on these topics regarding Condorcet.

5.3.1 Declarative knowledge

Knowledge can be represented implicitlywithin a function or procedure of a piece of software,
it can be represented as neurons within a neural network, and explicitly represented as sen-
tences or structures in aKnowledge Base (KB). Explicitly representedknowledge ismore or less
separated from themechanisms dealingwith this knowledge. In the ideal case: when the op-
eration of the system is changed, only the knowledge in the KB has to change; the reasoning
mechanisms stay the same. This is a big advantage of declarative knowledgeover procedural
knowledge. In the latter, a small change can affect a large part of the implementation: declar-
ative knowledge is more flexible than procedural knowledge (Genesereth & Nilsson [1987]).

When themeaning of the explicitly represented knowledge is formally defined and indepen-
dent of the mechanisms that apply to it, the knowledge is said to be declarative. Declarative
knowledge implies the use of some sort of logical formalism (Lakemeyer & Nebel [1994]).
Declarative knowledge allows for checking formally if the knowledge we want to express
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is indeed expressed in the formalism. Inferences of the logical formalism are used to derive
knowledge which is implied by the KB.

5.3.2 Knowledge representation

There are three reasons to declaratively represent a (possibly large) amount of knowledge in
the Condorcet system. These are the intensive use of knowledge by Condorcet, the complex-
ity of the knowledge, and thirdly the concentric development of the Condorcet IR system. The
knowledge-intensive nature is reflected in the ideas on index generation discussed above.
The index generation relies heavily on knowledge about language, domain knowledge, back-
ground knowledge and indexing knowledge (cf. figure 3.2). The complexity of the knowl-
edge is one of the reasons to develop the system in a concentric fashion: knowledgewill thus
be added, deleted and changed during the development as well as the operational phase of
the Condorcet system. As stated above, declarative knowledge is perfectly suitable to deal
with evolving knowledge.

5.3.3 Reasoning

A major disadvantage of the use of logical formalisms is their inefficiency compared to the
procedural counterparts (Genesereth & Nilsson [1987]). This explains a flourishing research
area within knowledge representation, focusing on computational aspects of the formalisms
and their inferencemechanisms. Brachman & Levesque [1985] showed a fundamental trade-
off between the expressiveness of a formalism and the computational efficiency. Based on
this trade-off, formalisms were designed with a limited expressiveness, compared to first-
order logic, and (worst-case) tractable reasoning mechanisms. Description Logics1 (DLs) are
prominent representatives of this approach. The argument is that the knowledge representa-
tion is such a vital part of a knowledge-based system that the knowledge base always should
respond correctly and timely to a knowledge request (Brachman & Levesque [1985]).

In the Condorcet system this demand is obvious to the CQE: (1) when a user queries Con-
dorcet hewants to get a correct answer2, and (2) in an on-line environment the answer should
always be delivered within a few seconds. The index generator, however, is semi-automatic:
when no index concept is generated within a certain time-interval, for example, the operator
should intervene. On theotherhand, theCQE requires a relatively lowexpressiveness,where
the index generator is expected to need a high expressiveness to cope with the subtleties of
natural language. There would be no problem if they use distinct knowledge bases, but both
of them will use the domain knowledge base: the index generator to assign the concepts to
the documents, the CQE to retrieve the relevant documents.

The solution to the problem sketched above will be a major research issue in the second year
of Condorcet. A possible direction is to use more than one formalism to represent the do-
main knowledge base: each formalism tuned for the requirements of the process using the
knowledge base, each representing a particular ’view’ on the knowledge base. When using
more than one formalism, consistency problems are hard to avoid. Careful interfacing, use
of a meta-language could be directions for a solution.

1Sometimes called terminological logics, concept languages, or KL-ONE descendants.
2If correctness is not guaranteed, recall and precision will decrease.
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Apart from the formalisms that are to be used, the conceptual determination of the knowl-
edge needed in the Condorcet system is a topic high on the research agenda.
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Appendix A

Development corpus in the first year

The development corpus presented here comprises the six texts that were used in the first
year of the project to develop the Condorcet IR system. The corpus consists of three texts
from the material science corpus (i.e. the first three presented below), and three texts from
the epilepsy corpus (i.e. the other three). The initial use of only six texts is in concordance
with the concentric program development as reported in chapter 2.

A.1 The materials science texts

019001C1-C-0004
02 Silicon Nitride Wear Mechanisms: Rolling and Sliding Contact.
03 Experimental investigation of lubricated rolling and sliding contact for three types of Si
sub 3 N sub 4 against nodular cast iron reveal that additives to the Si sub 3 N sub 4 and pro-
cessing methods affect wear rates amd wear modes. The friction coefficient is governed by
the contact type rather than by the material type. In rolling contact tests, grain pullout of Si
sub 3 N sub 4 caused a higher wear rate than submicron chipping. In sliding tests, tungsten
carbide particles added in the Si sub 3 N sub 4 matrix inhibit the wear by 50%. Schematic
drawings of these wear processes are presented representing the wear modes in a stepwise
manner.

019001C1-C-0011
02 Wear Characteristics of Ceramics and Cermets.
03A review summarizes friction coefficients and amounts ofwear of varieties of ceramics and
cermets under different conditions. The mechanism of the wear is discussed in each case.
Among the factors which affect the wear characteristics of ZrO sub 2, Al sub 2 O sub 3, Si
sub 3 N sub 4 and other ceramics are nature of contact (dry or wet), pressure, pv-value, and
temperature. Data are given.

019001C1-C-0019
02 Influence of Ambient Temperature Sliding Velocity Under Unlubricated Sliding Condi-
tions on Friction and Wear of Si sub 3 N sub 4 Up to 1000 deg C.
03 The tribological behaviour of Si sub 3 N sub 4 /Si sub 3 N sub 4 sliding pairs in pin-
on-disk configuration for sliding velocities between 0.03-3 m/s, constant load of 10 N and
environment-temperaturesbetween22-1000 degC is dependenton the overlap ratio, the tem-
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perature and the sliding velocity. An influence of the phase composition was not observed
for the three tested commercial Si sub 3 N sub 4 materials. The results are: (1) Coefficient of
friction lies for solid state friction under steady state conditions between 0.5-1. (2) Wear rate
increases with rising ambient temperature–especially at sliding speeds < 1 m/s. (3) The tri-
bological behaviour for temperatures => 400 degC is characterized by a highwear/lowwear
transitionwith increasing velocities. (4) The influence of overlap ratio onwear increaseswith
increasing ambient temperature. A small overlap ratio is tribological disadvantageous for Si
sub 3 N sub 4 sliding pairs. Si sub 3 N sub 4 /Si sub 3 N sub 4 sliding pairs do not meet for
the described sliding claims without lubrication.

A.2 The epilepsy texts

AN: 88100203
TI: Effects of zonisamide in children with epilepsy
AB: The effects of zonisamide (1,2-benzisoxazole-3-methanesulfonamide: AD-810) were
studied in 50 children with epilepsy, ranging in age from 3 months to 20 years (mean, 10.5
years). The types of epilepsy were primary generalized in one case, secondary generalized
in 32, and partial in 17. The initial dosewas 1-6mg/kg/dayand thedosewas increased to 1.5-
15 mg/kg/day. Four cases (8%) showed a complete disappearance of seizures and thirteen
patients (26%) had a disappearance rate of 50% or more of seizures. Disappearance or im-
provement of seizureswas obtained in 31% of the cases of generalized epilepsy and in 41% of
the cases of partial epilepsy. Zonisamidewas effective in 39%of cases of Lennox-Gastaut syn-
drome. Seizures completely disappeared in three of the four new cases. Spike discharges dis-
appeared or significantly decreased in 22% of the cases that had undergone electroencephalo-
grams. The blood levels of zonisamide were 10.8-18.8 mu g/ml in the three new cases when
the seizures were controlled. Side effects such as drowsiness, ataxia, and salivation were ob-
served in 42% of the children, more particularly in children receiving polypharmacy.

AN: 88104710
TI: Primidone and phenobarbital during lactation period in epileptic women: Total and free
drug serum levels in the nursed infants and their effects on neonatal behavior AB: A total
of 35 newborns whose mothers had been treated with either primidone (PMD), phenobarbi-
tal (PB) or a combination of one of these drugs with other antiepileptic drugs were included
in this study. Fetal/maternal serum concentration ratios at birth, milk/serum concentration
ratios and neonatal half-lives were determined for PMD, PB and phenylethylmalondiamide
(PEMA). Steady-state serum levels of PMD in 2 nursed infants were 2.5 and 0.7 mu g/ml, re-
spectively, for PEMA values of 1.4 and 0.4 mu g/ml. PB steady-state concentrations ranged
between 2.0 and 13.0mu g/ml (6 infants). Maternal PB serumprotein binding did not change
during and after pregnancy. Neonatal free-fraction values at birth were similar to maternal
values: 63.2 � 17.2% (n = 11). In the postnatal period, however, PB free-fraction values rose
to more than 90% in some infants. In one case, neonatal free concentrations of PB were even
higher during the 1st week after birth than the corresponding maternal values. Symptoms
of sedation were observed in these neonates for which elevated free-fraction values of PB
could be responsible. Behavior problems, such as withdrawal symptoms, were observed in
neonates who eliminated PMD with short half-lives, while other infants with longer PMD
half-lives or slower elimination because of nursing showed no such symptoms.
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AN: 88174154
TI:Neuroendocrine effects of chronic administration of sodiumvalproate in epileptic patients
AB: In 10 untreated epileptic patients, we evaluated the functional integrity of the
hypothalamic-pituitary axis before and during chronic treatment with sodium valproate, a
gamma-aminobutyric acid-mimetic compound. TheGH response to L-dopa (250-500 mg po)
was absent in 3 and severely impaired in 2 of the 10 patients though being, on the average,
only slightly lower in the epileptic subjects than in normal controls. Conversely, the GH rise
following GHRH (0.5 mu g/kg body weight, iv) was normal in 9 of the patients. A signif-
icant blunting of the GH response to L-dopa occurred in the 7 patients initially responsive
after 6 months of sodium valproate (P < 0.05). The GH response to GHRH also underwent
an evident though not significant attenuation. The ACTH and the ACTH/cortisol elevations
elicited bymetyrapone (35 mg/kg bodyweight infused over 4 h), and CRH (1mu g/kg body
weight, iv), respectively, normal before treatment, were significantly impaired (P < 0.05, <
0.01) during antiepileptic therapy. Prolactin and TSH dynamics following metoclopramide
(0.1mg/kgbodyweight, iv) and TRH200mug iv) remained normal over thewhole studype-
riod. Growth arrest ensued in 1 patient after 6 months of sodium valproate and disappeared
after drug withdrawal. These observations point to a defective hypothalamic control of GH
secretion in some epileptic patients. They also indicate that chronic administration of sodium
valproate, hence activation of central gamma-aminobutyric acid system, results in a blunting
of the stimulatedGHandACTH secretion. Occasionally, a reversible arrest of skeletal growth
may also ensue.
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Project Data

The Condorcet project started in September 1995 and will run until September 1999. The
project team currently consists of six researchers.

B.1 Personal Team

Dr. B.J. (Bas) van Bakel (1964) obtained his M.A. degree in General Linguistics at the Uni-
versity of Nijmegen in 1989, writing M.A. theses on the fields of Generative Grammar
and Computational Linguistics.

From 1990 until 1994 he worked as a Ph.D. student at the Department of Language &
Speech of the University of Nijmegen, on a research project involved in developing a
Natural Language Processing system for automatic semantic analysis of English texts.
The result, the English Language Semantic Analyser (ELSA), is described in Van Bakel’s
Ph.D. thesis entitled A Linguistic Approach to Automatic Information Extraction.

In Condorcet, he is project leader. His research is concernedwith semantic analysis and
index concept generation.

Ing. R.T. (Reinier) Boon (1969) graduated in engineering at the Higher Informatics Educa-
tion of the Enschede Polytechnic in 1993, with a final-year assignment on lexicon man-
agement at the Knowledge-Based Systems Group of the University of Twente.

He spent approximately one year on an ESPRIT project on object-oriented distributed
multi-media databases as a member of the database group of the University of Twente.
After fulfilling his civil service, he rejoined the Knowledge-Based SystemsGroup to be-
come scientific programmer on the Condorcet project.

Prof.dr.ir. N.J.I. (Nicolaas) Mars (1949) obtained his M.Sc. degree in Electrical Engineering
and his Ph.D. degree in Technical Sciences in 1974 and 1982, respectively, both at the
University of Twente. His Ph.D.-thesis was entitled Computer-augmented analysis of elec-
troencephalograms in epilepsy.

From 1972 until 1976 he worked as a statistician/computer programmer at Buro
Goudappel en Coffeng in Deventer. FromDecember 1976 until November 1980 he was
with the Bio-informatics Group, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of
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Twente. FromNovember 1980 until October 1984 hewas aResearcher at theMedical In-
formatics Group, University of Leiden. FromOctober 1985 until October 1989 he was a
ZWOConstantijn en Christiaan Huygens Fellow. This fellowship allowed him tomove
into the field of Artificial Intelligence. As part of this re-direction, he spent the 1985/86
academic year at Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA.

On 1 September 1986 he became a part-time, and on 1 November 1989 a full-time
Professor of Computer Science at the University of Twente, in expert systems and in
knowledge-based systems, respectively. SinceNovember 1990, he is also Advisory Pro-
fessor of Computer Science at East-China Normal University, Shanghai, P.R. China.
Since September 1996, he is also Deputy Director of the Library of the Royal Dutch
Academy of Sciences in Amsterdam.

ProfessorMars carries final responsability for the project. His research interests in Con-
dorcet include upscaling, machine-redable lexica, and ontological engineering.

Ir. J.G.J. (Jeroen) Nijhuis (1969) obtained his M.Sc. degree in Computer Science at the Uni-
versity of Twente in 1993. His M.Sc. assignment on Conceptual Graphs was completed
in the Plinius project at theKnowledge-BasedSystemsGroup. He spent threemonths at
AT&T Bell Labs working on an extension of the Classic knowledge representation sys-
tem. In 1994/1995 he served as a corporal in the Royal DutchArmy. Since June 1995, he
has worked in the Condorcet project. His Ph.D. research is concentrated on knowledge
representation. His thesis is foreseen to be completed in 1999.

Drs. J.A.E. (Erik) Oltmans (1967) obtained his M.A. degree in Computational Linguistics at
the University of Nijmegen in 1994. His M.A. thesis was concerned with updating the
AMAZON-parser and transforming it into the AGFL-formalism. In 1995 Oltmans was
an employee at the Department of Informatics of the University of Nijmegen. During
that time he generated the 324,000 words AMAZON-lexicon.

In Condorcet, Oltmans is junior researcher in linguistic engineering. His research is
concernedwith syntactic and semantic analysis of English, as wel as investigating tech-
niques for robust Natural Language Processing.

Dr. P.E. (Paul) van der Vet (1948) studiedChemistry and Philosophy of the Exact Sciences at
the State University of Utrecht. Heworked for ten years as a teacher at the School of Li-
brary Science in TheHague, duringwhich time he also prepared a Ph.D. thesis (entitled
The aborted takeover of chemistry by physics) on the relationship between chemistry and
physics in this century. He obtained his Ph.D. in 1987 from the University of Amster-
dam. From1987 to 1989 hewas a projectmanagerwith CoursewareMiddenNederland
in Utrecht. Since 1 November 1989 he has been a lecturer with the Knowledge-based
Systems Group.

In Condorcet, he is supervisor. His research is concerned with ontological engineering,

B.2 Cooperation

Materials Information (publisher of Engineered Materials Abstracts), operated jointly by
ASM International (Metals Park OH, USA) and The Institute of Materials (London,
UK), mr. W. Jackson (London).
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National Library of Medicine (Bethesda MD, USA), dr. A. McCray.

University of Nijmegen, Department of Language & Speech (Nijmegen, the
Netherlands), dr. P.A. Coppen.

University of Nijmegen, Department of Informatics (Nijmegen, the Netherlands), prof.
C.H.A. Koster.

University of Brabant (Tilburg, the Netherlands), prof.dr. L.M.G. Noordman.

Universiteit Utrecht, Research Institute for Language and Speech (Utrecht, the
Netherlands), drs. A.L. des Tombe, drs. D.K.J. Heylen.

Facultad de Informática, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain , prof.dr. A.
Gómez-Pérez.

DFKI (German Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence) , dr. H. Boley (Kaiserlautern
branch).



Appendix C

Condorcet publications

To avoid misunderstanding: an archival publication is defined here as being a publication
that has been fully refereed on the basis of the full text and published in a publicly available
source (thus excludingworkshopnotes and the like), or a paper on invitation for a conference
with widely distributed proceedings. All other public material has been assembled under
“Miscellaneous”, section C.2.

C.1 Archival publications

Paul E. van der Vet
[1996] “Online met kennis”, Lezingen Online Informatie Konferentie Nederland 1996, pp.
115-124, NBLC, Den Haag 1996.

Paul E. van der Vet & Nicolaas J.I. Mars
[1996] “Kennistechnologie en information retrieval”, in: Handboek Informatiewetenschap voor
bibliotheek en archief, deel I, Bohn Stafleu Van Loghum, Houten 1996, pp. 1-23.

Cornelis H.A. Koster & Erik Oltmans [eds. ]
[1996] Proceedings of the First AGFL Workshop on Syntactic Description and Processing of Natural
Language, Technical Report CSI-R9604, University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands, 1996.

C.2 Miscellaneous

Bas van Bakel
[1996] “Information Retrieval by Condorcet”, lecture presented at the Language & Speech Col-
loquium, University of Nijmegen, 5 June 1996.

Bas van Bakel & Erik Oltmans
[1996] “Handling Structural Ambiguity in a Knowledge-Based Information Retrieval System”,
in Cornelis H.A. Koster & Erik Oltmans [eds.], Proceedings of the First AGFL Workshop on Syn-
tactic Description and Processing of Natural Language, Technical Report CSI-R9604 University of
Nijmegen, the Netherlands 1996, pp. 153-180.

Bas van Bakel & Wilco ter Stal
[1995] “Evaluation of two Natural Language Engines for Information Retrieval”, Lecture pre-
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sented at Computational Linguistics in the Netherlands CLIN VI, December 1, 1995, Antwerpen,
Belgium.

Erik Oltmans
[1995] “Developing Robust Parsers Based on Linguistic Principles”, Lecture presented at Com-
putational Linguistics in the Netherlands CLIN VI, December 1, 1995, Antwerpen, Belgium.

[1996] “Developing a robust grammar in AGFL based on Linguistic Principles”, in: in Cornelis
H.A. Koster & Erik Oltmans [eds], Proceedings of the First AGFL Workshop on Syntactic Descrip-
tion and Processing of Natural Language, Technical Report CSI-R9604 University of Nijmegen, the
Netherlands 1996, pp. 59-74.

[1996] “Methodological aspects of a principle-based approach to robustness”, lecture presented
at the Language & Speech Colloquium, University of Nijmegen, 5 June 1996.

[1996] “CONSTRUCTER: a structuralistic parser for domain specific English”, Technical Report
UT-KBS-96-07, University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands 1996.

Paul E. van der Vet
[1995] “Information retrieval, multi-media, and knowledge management”, Memoranda Infor-
matica 95-22, University of Twente, Enschede, the Netherlands, 1995.
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Chemical formulae in the training set

C
M
N
V
Y
2Y

Al
Ar
Au
BN
Ca
Ce

Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
HF
La

Mg
Mn
Mo
Nd
Ni
Pd

Pu
Rh
Si
Ti
VN
WC

Zr
AlN
CaO
CoO
CrC
CrN

CuO
HCl
KBr
MgO
MnO
NbN

ScN
SiC
SiN
TaN
TiC
TlI

ZrN
C/Ti
K(+)
Mo/B
NaOH
Ti/C

Cl(-)
Na(+)
Ti—N

Na—K
6H-SiC
Ag—Cu
Au—Pd
Ca(++)
Ca(2+)
Co—Cr
Fe—Mo
Mg(2+)

Ni—Mo
Pd—Ag
WC—Co
C—C—C
N sub 2
SiC/SiC
Ti(C,N)
TiC/TiC
Ag exp +

Ar exp +
Ar sub +
Cu exp +
CuPb22Sn
Li exp +
Ne exp +
Ti(3 + )
Ti(4 + )
UO sub 2

Y exp 3+
B sub 4 C
CeO sub 2
HfO sub 2
M sub 6 C
MgO + CaO
MoO sub 3
O exp 2—
SiO sub 2

Ti—Mo—N
Ti—Ni—N
Ti—Zr—N
TiB sub 2
TiC sub x
TiH sub 2
TiO sub 2
Zr exp 4+
ZrO sub 2

CaSO sub 4
Li sub 2 O
Na sub 2 O
beta sub t
LiNbO sub 3

MgCrO sub 4
VN sub 0.71
VN sub 0.96
m-ZrO sub 2
t-ZrO sub 2
UO sub 2 + x
WC—TiC—TaC

CH sub 3 COOH
B sub 2 O sub 3
C sub 6 H sub 6
S sub 3 N sub 4
Ti sub 3 Al—Nb
WC— beta sub t
Y sub 2 O sub 3

beta sub t —Co
AL sub 2 O sub 3
Al sub 2 O sub 3
C sub 6 H sub 14
Cr sub 2 O sub 3
Cr sub 3 C sub 2
Cr sub 3 O sub 2

Fe sub 2 O sub 3
Fe—5B—5Cr—xMo
La sub 2 O sub 3
Nd sub 2 O sub 3
Si sub 3 N sub 4
(Ti, Cr, Ni)(C,N)
(Ti, Cr, Ni) (C,N)

C sub 2 H sub 5 OH
Fe—18Co—14B—1Si
Fe—38Ni—4Mo—18B
MgAl sub 2 O sub 4
Mo sub 2 CoB sub 2
Mo sub 2 FeB sub 2
VN sub approx 0.80
VN sub approx 0.99
Ca(PO sub 3 ) sub 2
CrN sub approx 1.00
Fe—13.5B—3.5Si-2C
Mo/Al sub 2 O sub 3
MoN sub approx 0.50

NbN sub approx 0.75
TiN sub approx 0.50
epsilon -Ti sub 2 N
(CH sub 3 ) sub 2 CO
Ca—Al sub 2 O sub 3
Ce sub 2 —ZrO sub 2
WC— beta sub t —Co
CeO sub 2 —ZrO sub 2
TiC sub 0.7 N sub 0.3
TiC—Cr sub 3 C sub 2
TiN—Cr sub 3 C sub 2
ZrF sub 4 —BaF sub 2
TiCo sub 0.7 N sub 0.3

beta -Si sub 3 N sub 4
alpha -Al sub 2 O sub 3
alpha -Al sub 2 o sub 3
alpha -Si sub 3 N sub 4
MgO + MgAl sub 2 O sub 4
beta -Al sub 2 TiO sub 5
Ti(C,N)—Cr sub 3 C sub 2
zeta -Ti sub 4 N sub 3—x
beta -Ti sub x Mo sub 1—x
B sub 4 C—Al sub 2 O sub 3
ZrO sub 2 /Al sub 2 O sub 3
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TiC—TiN—Cr sub 3 C sub 2
gamma -Ti sub x Ni sub 1—x
Al sub 2 O sub 3 + ZrO sub 2
Al sub 2 O sub 3 —ZrO sub 2
ZrO sub 2 (Y sub 2 O sub 3 )
Ca sub 5 (PO sub 4 ) sub 3 OH
3Al sub 2 O sub 3 x 2SiO sub 2
Ce(NO sub 3 ) sub 3 x 6H sub 2 O

Si sub 3 N sub 4 /Si sub 3 N sub 4
Al sub 2 O sub 3 —Cr sub 2 O sub 3
K sub 2 O—MgF sub 2 —MgO-SiO sub 2
Si sub 3 N sub 4 /MgAl sub 2 O sub 4
Al sub 2 O sub 3 —CaO—MgO—SiO sub 2
Ca sub 10 (PO sub 4 ) sub 6 (OH) sub 2
CeO sub 2 —Y sub 2 O sub 3 /ZrO sub 2
Si sub 6—z Al sub z O sub z N sub 8—z

TiB sub 2 —TiH sub 2 —Mo sub 2 CoB sub 2
Li sub 2 O—MgO—Al sub 2 O sub 3 —SiO sub 2
Al sub 2 O sub 3 /ZrO sub 2 (Y sub 2 O sub 3 )
Si sub 3 N sub 4 —6Y sub 2 O sub 3 —2Al sub 2 O sub 3
(ZrO sub 2 ) sub 1—A (Y sub 2 O sub 3 ) sub A—(Fe sub 2 O sub 3 ) sub x


